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REQUISITE MANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP BEHAVIORS:
A DIAGNOSTIC ROLE-SET STUDY OF EXECUTIVES
WITHIN A FORTUNE 500 CORPORATION
Prudence LaBeach Pollard, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 1993
This study examined the extent to which executives' perceptions of
their managerial leadership behaviors compare to their role-set's perceptions
of the same behaviors. Additionally, the difference between the perceptions
was related to the identified requisite executive skills and behaviors.
Executives and their role-set were informed of the developmental purpose for
which they were making the ratings. An executive's role-set is comprised of
superior, peers, and subordinates, who spend significant amounts of time
with the executive and are best able to observe the executive's behavior.
The Management Skills Profile (MSP) was used to investigate self and
each role-set group's ratings of executive behaviors. Additionally, four openended questions allowed executives to identify the critical skills and
behaviors needed within the organization. One-hundred and twenty-three
executives from the top three organizational levels, and 1,107 members of
their role-set, representing locations for factories and field offices, constituted
the study. Behavior ratings were analyzed for ninety-eight executives and
seven-hundred-and-sixty-two members of their role-set.
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Two major hypotheses guided the investigation:

(a) there are

differences and relationships between self, superior, subordinate, and peer
ratings of executive managerial leadership behaviors, and (b) there are
differences between those needs identified by executives whose self ratings
are congruent with their role-set's ratings and those needs identified by
executives with incongruent ratings. Variables were ratings of the extent of
observed behaviors and congruence categories. Ratings were made by four
groups: self, superior, subordinates, and peers.
The pattern and strength of relationship between group pairs were
examined. Results showed th at at the skills and behavior levels, (a) the
rating patterns between groups of raters are related and, (b) there are
differences between group ratings.

Superiors and subordinate ratings

exhibited the most numbers of behaviors with related ratings and differences
between the ratings.

Additionally, substantially different needs were

identified by executives whose ratings are congruent with their role-set
ratings. Fifteen requisite managerial leadership behaviors were identified for
executive development, with one of those behaviors emerging from both the
self and role-set rating comparison and from the responses to the open-ended
questions.
Recommendations are made for (a) future studies of role-set ratings;
(b) the use of role-set ratings for planning development experiences; and (c)
the combination of closed- and open-ended questions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The task o f leaders is to develop a network o f cooperative relationships.
Chester Barnard
Executives1 have a network of relationships on which they depend to
accomplish tasks.

The network is reputed to be knowledgeable of the

executive's behavior.

Yukl's (1989a, p.262) review of research by Kahn,

Wolfe, Quinn, and Snoek, 1964; Kieser, 1984; PfefFer and Salancik, 1975;
Tsui, 1984a; and Stewart, 1982, led him to the conclusion that effective
executives "shape the impressions formed by others about their competence
and expertise." Thus, the network2 should be as knowledgeable as the
executive of the executive's behavior; it is this reputational conciousness and
construction that leads to reputations of effectiveness. Ratings of managerial
leadership behavior3*4 by superior, subordinates, and peer groups5 have

1Executive - Managers at the top levels of the organization; "set
policies and goals for company or division." This definition is taken from the
Management Skills Profile (MSP) self questionnaire.
2Role-set/Network - Subordinates, superiors, and peers; individuals
with whom executives have been shown to regularly interact.
3Leadership - Demonstration of the ability and authority to inspire
purposeful action.
1
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received significant attention over the past thirty years. Studies by Sayles
(1964), Lawler (1967) Thornton (1968), Heneman (1974), Pfeffer and
Salandk (1975), McCall (1977), Tsui (1984), Bass (1985), McCaulley (1986),
Tichy & DeVanna (1986), and Yukl, Wall, and Lepsinger (1990), examined
leader behavior as perceived by self, subordinates, peers, and/or superiors.
Raters were asked to rate the leader on managerial and/or leadership
behaviors.
Role-set ratings historically, were primarily within the function of
personnel performance evaluation for making administrative decisions, and
not within the control of the executive being rated. Additionally, researchers

4Managerial Leadership - The term managerial leadership is used
throughout the study to identify skills and behaviors associated with
managers for whom there are leadership expectations and therefore
accountabilities. The term, used in this manner, avoids the dichotomy that
is pervasive in the business and leadership literature; managers or leaders?
This dichotomy, popularized by Bennis and Nanus (1985), creates two groups
of individuals, one doing things right and the other doing the right things.
Executive managers should be both efficient and effective; it is not an either
or behavior, but one of maintaining or increasing efficiency, while increasing
effectiveness. The dichotomy neglects the reality of both managerial and
leadership behaviors occurring within roles, especially within the role of
executive. At executive levels activities are best described as managerial
leadership behaviors. That is, within the role of executive manager,
leadership expectations and therefore accountabilites are found. For
consistency with the researchers cited in this study, their use of "leader,"
"manager," or "leadership" will remain when referring to a particular study.
However, managerial leadership is the term of choice for this study.
5Peers - Individuals who occupy the same organizational level as the
executive being rated. Subordinates - Individuals who are accountable to
the executive being rated. Superior - Individual to whom the executive is
accountable.
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attem pting to understand the rating views of different groups used accessible
populations o f graduate students and first-level supervisors.

Mabe and

West's (1982) review of fifty-five studies of self-evaluation found the majority
(81%) o f th e subjects to be college students. Additionally, Landy and Farr
(1980, p. 90) n o te d th a t most of the published research was done for research
purposes a n d th a t ratings for administrative and research purposes are
different. L a n d y and Farr (1983) defined administrative purpose to include
promotion, tra n sfe r, training assignments, or salary increase decisions.
Research u s e includes prediction and evaluation purposes, with evaluation
meaning th e comparison of pre- and post-training performance. Landy and
Farr (1980; 1983) noted that purpose might affect ratings. If purpose does
affect ra tin g s th e n discussions of rating variances should originate from the
purpose

fo r

th e ratings (administrative vs research vs individual

development) a n d the procedures for obtaining the ratings should state the
purpose fo r w h ic h they were obtained. Studies of role-set ratings explicitly
for individual development purposes might provide further insights into the
variances o f t h e ratings.
H u n t (1991, p. 167) noted that most leadership instruments "use a
frequency o r m agnitude response variation." Hunt concluded that they "do
not reflect h o w well a given behavioral item is performed." However, before
examining proficiency, what requires assessment are the behavioral needs of
executives a n d th e ir organizational network of relationships. The issue thus
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becomes one of the relevance of the behaviors in a taxonomy for executives.
Beyond that is the greater issue of need for the behaviors at a hierarchical
level and for a specified context. Yukl et al (1990, In Clark & Clark)
addressed the issue of relevance by having managers rate the relevance of the
behaviors for managerial functions; by having superiors assess the need for
the behaviors on which participants are rated; and by using diaries and
critical incidents (Yukl & Clemence, 1984; Yukl & Van Fleet, 1982).
McCauley and Lombardo (1990, p. 536) used "lessons executives reported
learning from critical events in their careers" and "flaws responsible for a
manager's derailment." Whereas some leadership assessment instruments
have components to ensure within context appropriateness, others depend
on the initial insurance of validity.

Apparently, instruments that are

validated with a normative group are sometimes considered to be valid for
all groups and organizations. The primary focus of the latter appears to be
on interminably appropriate behaviors and not specifically on appropriate
behaviors for a particular context.

Therefore, attention is not given to

requisite behaviors.
Behavior taxonomies have been used for over sixty years to classify
managerial leadership behaviors. Mooney & Reiley (1931), Coffin (1944),
Barnard (1946), Fleishman (1953), Selznick (1957), Stogdill (1963), Mahoney,
Jerdee, & Carrol (1963, 1965), Bowers & Seashore (1966), Katz & Kahn
(1966, 1978), Mintzberg (1973), House & Mitchell (1974), Morse & Wagner
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(1978), Yukl & Nemeroff (1979), Luthans & Lockwood (1984), Page (1987),
and Yukl (1988) have all contributed to the number of taxonomies. Overall,
the taxonomies describing behavior within various classifications were
developed by inductive and in some cases deductive methods.

These

taxonomies are descriptive of managerial leadership behaviors within
particular environments where the behaviors were demonstrated.

The

taxonomies are not regarded as having global applications. That is, they are
not descriptive of managerial leadership behavior in all organizations or
situations. Thus, there is the continuing effort to develop more descriptive
and accurate taxonomies.

Consequently, prior to using a particular

taxonomy to study behavior within an organization, the taxonomy's validity
for that context should be questioned and verified.
All management levels do not require the same managerial leadership
skills (Katz, 1974), or skills demonstrated to the same extent. The research
litera ture on managerial leadership development reveals a lack of interest in
studying an executive's need for the particular skills and behaviors in a
taxonomy. The appropriateness of behavioral assessment instruments for
the particular organization is not reported when the instruments are used
to assess behavior. Some instruments now include self and superior ratings
of the importance of the dimensions that the instruments measure. The
approach of studying frequency of the use of leadership behaviors (Bass,
1985), and the needs perceived by the superior (cf. VanVelsor & Leslie,
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19916) appear to be a move in the direction of considering the behavior
dimensions needed by groups or individuals within the organization.
However, the dependence on a pre-existent taxonomy of behaviors limits
organizations to a select group of behaviors. The continuing efforts to
develop appropriate taxonomies bring into question the quality of present
taxonomies. Additionally, the importance of a dimension is not necessarily
synonymous with the importance of all behaviors within the dimension.
Neither are the dimensions inclusive of all possible behaviors.
Rapid change is the best descriptor of large organizations as they bid
f o ra share of the global market. Thus, it is the need of large organizations
to respond rapidly and with precision that necessitates a requisite approach.
Appropriate taxonomies would include basic managerial leadership behaviors
while not neglecting requisite skills and behaviors7. Requisite behaviors
allow organizations to accurately respond to rapidly changing environments.
Also, because behavioral needs at the executive level include global and
strategic decision-making, which are different from the needs at supervisory
levels, it is understandable when needs specific to organizational levels are
assessed.
6See VanVelsor and Leslie's review of feedback instruments, including
those with a component for superior's rating of the importance of behavior
dimensions.
7Requisite Skills and Behaviors - Those skills and behaviors which are
required or absolutely needed, in this instance, by executives who are able
to see themselves similar to their role-set's observations.
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The Problem
The research literature is limited in (a) the role-set's assessment of
behavior for development purposes; (b) assessment of behavioral needs th at
is independent of-a pre-established taxonomy; and, (c) assessment of needs
specified by organizational level, a requirement that can be inferred from
Katz (1974).
Purpose of the Study
This study examines the relation between executives' perceptions of
the extent to which they demonstrate certain managerial leadership
behaviors and the observations of their role-set. Additionally, the behavior
needs described by executives are categorized by the congruence between self

Superior

it
Peers (2)

*=

®

=*• Peers (2)

(Self)

I
Subordinates (4)
Figure 1.

Influence Network Surrounding the Executive to be Rated.
Total Feedback Ratings per Executive Equals Ten, Which
Includes Self Rating.
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and role-set ratings. Thus, the purpose of this study is to gain additional
understanding of (a) role-set rating variance, and (b) managerial leadership
behavior needs from the perspective of executive's whose self-description is
similar to that provided by their network of relationships (see Figure 1). The
significance of identifying executive development needs underscores the
importance of specifying the behaviors necessary for influencing the
executive's superior, subordinates, and peers.
The study will not assess organizational effectiveness or its
relationship with executive behaviors.

It will, however, describe

developmental need in an organization by identifying requisite executive
behaviors, and diagnostically profile behavioral perceptions of executives and
their role-set within an organization. The 122 item Management Skills
Profile (MSP) and four open-ended questions will identify managerial
leadership behaviors to provide diagnostic data for those behaviors th at are
in need of development.

'
Significance of the Study

Implications
The results of this study can assist the development activities of
organizations, by specifying needed executive behaviors. Assessment and
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development can be appropriately targeted to need, and developed behavior
can be evaluated with respect to the initially observed behavior.
Applications
The significance of this research lies in its potential to customize
managerial leadership assessment to reflect cognition of the executive's
influence objects, congruence between self and role-set ratings, and of the
organization's need for particular behaviors. The results of this study will
identify skills and behavioral needs that are specific to the organization.
Thus, development assessment can be focussed on requisite skills and
behaviors.

Managerial awareness is implicit within the discussions of

managers exerting influence within a network of relationships. However,
what is the value of this managerial self-awareness? To be influential,
executives m ust be aware of how others on whom they wish to exert
influence see them. Take for example, executives who believe th at they are
providing feedback at a high extent to subordinates, but who are seen by
subordinates and others w ithin the role-set as providing a low frequency of
feedback. The problem occurs when executives want to influence others'
perceptions of their feedback-providing behavior, thereby changing their
reputation. These executives are unaware of their own behavior relative to
the perceptions of others, resulting in the use of inaccurate influence
strategies. Executives who are able to self-appraise, with a bias toward how
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others see them, are able to define influence strategies th at are accurately
directed at changing the opinions of others. Therefore, it is appropriate for
a definition of executive awareness to be related to the awareness of others.
This study addresses the issue of executive awareness by examining the
differences between each executive's self and role-set rating.
W ithin Chapter II the executive's role-set is identified and studies
examining the difference and relationship between self and role-set group
ratings of behavior are discussed. After reviewing the research on self- and
role-set ratings, a discussion and interpretation of the literature leads into
the research hypotheses pertinent to the proposed investigation.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The Executive's Role-set: Accounting for the Manager's Time
The assessment of behavior is a difficult undertaking, particularly
when there is the need to capture the many behaviors associated with a role.
One way of assessing the multi-faceted role of managers is to identify the
groups of individuals with whom contact is made most frequently. Many
researchers have observed managers and estimated the am ount of time spent
with vaiying groups. Certain groups have emerged as high-contact-groups;
primarily because in order to get their jobs done, managers make frequent
contact with these groups.
Mahoney, Jerdee, and Carroll (1963) conducted a work sampling study
on 28 managers who were signalled at a random m inute of every half hour
for each work day for a two week period. Each tim e they completed a
questionnaire describing what they were doing at the time. Results on types
of interpersonal contact indicate 50 percent of the manager's tim e was spent
in interpersonal contacts with 37 percent of th at tim e distributed between
superior, subordinates, and peers. Subordinates occupied 21 percent of the

11
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manager's time, while 11 percent was spent with peers (managers from other
departments), and five percent was focussed on superiors.
Mintzberg's (1973) study of five chief executives during 25 days of
observation found th at CEOs spend 43 percent of their time in oral contact
with subordinates, 11 percent with peers and trade organizations, and 12
percent with directors and co-directors. Kurke and Aldrich (1983) studied
4 top executives in the spring and summer of 1978. One work week was
spent with each of the four managers.

The study is a replication of

Mintzberg's. Findings include: managers spend 50 percent of their tim e in
oral contact w ith subordinates, 4 percent with peers and trade organizations,
and 27 percent with directors and co-directors.
Kotter (1982) studied 15 general managers, using interviews,
questionnaires, archival data, and 500 horn's of direct observation. A
consistent finding is th at top managers spend a considerable am ount of their
tim e interacting with others, often outside their own work units, through
short disjointed conversations. Thus, a network of cooperative relationships
allow managers to be influential and to implement their agendas, th a t is, get
things done.

Luthans, Rosenkrantz, and Hennessey (1985) studied 52

managers from three organizations. In general, their findings support
Kotter's.
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Carrol, Gillen, and Dennis (1987) reviewed empirical studies focussing
on the classical functions and found managers spend a considerable am ount
of time in interpersonal contacts with subordinates and peers.
Managers spend the majority of their time w ith peers, subordinates,
and superiors. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude th at because these
constituent groups have the most contact with managers, they are most
knowledgeable of the manager's behavior. Appropriately, assessment of the
manager's behavior should include the perceptions of each group, namely, the
role-set.
Role Structure, Theory, and Studies
Merton's (1957) research in role structure and role set analysis
provides the framework for a multiple constituency study of managerial
leadership behaviors. M erton's (1968, p. 423) concept of role structure is best
understood through his definition of one component of the structure, th a t of
the role-set. The role-set according to Merton, is th at "complement of role
relationships which persons have by virtue of occupying a particular social
status." Katz and Kahn's (1978) work in role theory is consistent with
Merton's.
Roethlisberger (1945) conceptualized the manager's state of affairs as
the victim of double talk. He argued th at supervisors place a different set of
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demands on managers than do subordinates. Additionally, peer expectations
are different from those of superiors and subordinates (Sayles, 1964).
In examining the constraints on leader behavior, Pfeffer (1977, p. 104112) noted th at the "leader is embedded in a social system, which constrains
behavior." Referring to Kahn et al (1964), Pfeffer acknowledges the leader's
role set with its behavioral expectations and its attem pts to modify the
leader's behavior. He goes on to state th at "Pressures to conform to the
expectations of peers, subordinates, and superiors are all relevant in
determining actual behavior" (p. 107).

According to Salancik, Calder,

Rowland, Leblebici, and Conway (1975, p. 83), "... organizations do consist
of interdependencies,... organizational members so adapt their behaviors to
fit the m utual needs...it suggests that leaders will develop leader behaviors
in relation to social influences and pressures exerted on them by those with
whom they interact."
Tsui (1984a) considers the reputational effectiveness concept as central
to the multiple constituency framework. Noting th at "Managers gain and
accrue a reputation for being effective by meeting the expectations of each
of the multiple constituencies" (p. 93). Tsui studied 217 middle managers,
173 superiors, 387 subordinates and 303 peers within a divisionalized
Fortune 500 corporation. The positions ranged from second-level section
managers to vice presidents who were at least two levels below the chief
operating officers. Findings show that preferences for managerial leadership
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behaviors diverged more widely among the constituent groups than between
the members of a particular group, (p. 86).
After reviewing the works of role theorists and managerial behavior
researchers such as Mann & Dent (1954), Merton (1957), Mann & Hoffman
(1960), Kahn et al (1964), Burke (1965), Stewart (1967, 1976, 1982), Nealy
& Fiedler (1968), Kahn & Quinn (1970), Mintzberg (1973), Osborne & H unt
(1975), Pfeffer & Salancik (1975), Salandk et al (1975), Tomow & Pinto
(1976), Katz & Kahn (1978), McCall & Segrist (1980), Paolillo (1981), H unt
& Osborne (1982), Biggart & Hamilton (1984), Tsui (1984a), Luthans et al
(1985), and Page & Tomow (1987), Yukl (1989, p. 171) concluded th at
"Leaders adapt their behavior to the requirements, constraints, and
opportunities presented by the leadership situation .... A leader's perception
of role requirements is influenced by role senders .... [and other variables,
and the] ... leader's needs, values, and interests influence perception of role
requirements .... [as well as choice among the behavior alternatives]."
Yukl's model (1989, p. 149) depicting determ inants of leader behavior
includes both characteristics of the leader and of the situation. This model
can be extended to include the feedback loop. That is, leader behaviors once
demonstrated, have impact. For a leader to behave responsively, feedback
about the observed behavior m ust be given by the observers of the behavior.
In their model depicting the interrelationships among the leader-behavior
dimensions, Mumford, Fleishman, Levin, Korotkin, and Hein (1988) included
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feedback. The present research study is a behavioral assessment grounded
in the concept of feedback being essential for appropriate managerial
leadership behavior. Furtherm ore, the present study examines the content
of two sources of feedback, th a t of self and th at of role senders. According
to Yukl (1989, p. 277) "Research on managerial activities shows a high
incidence of interaction with peers, superiors, and outsiders." Yukl's review
of research on lateral, upward, and downward relationships resulted in the
conclusion th a t downward and upward relationships are im portant. Also,
lateral and upward relations are im portant. These findings led Yukl to
observe th at good relationships with subordinates are also im portant for
leaders.
Yukl and Falbe (In Press) studied influence tactics and objectives in
upward, downward, and lateral influence attempts. The sample consisted of
197 respondents. Findings indicate th at more often than not managers use
particular tactics for each direction to which influence attem pts are directed,
and these tactics are specific for those directions. For example, inspirational
appeals are used more frequently in downward influence attem pts than in
upward ones. Also, the seeking of support for proposals occurred more
frequently with peers and superiors than with subordinates. Therefore,
considering th at leaders use influence tactics on peers, subordinates, and
superiors, it is appropriate th at for studying a leader's behavior the
perspective of the individual the manager is most often trying to influence,
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albeit with different influence tactics, be considered. Although Yukl and
Falbe's findings were not supported with a similar study on a comparable
population, Yukl and Falbe conclude that w hat is im portant "...is not
directional differences but rather the discovery th a t some tactics are used
more than others, regardless of whether the target is subordinate, peer, or
superior." Due to the different influence tactics used, it can be assumed th a t
each individual and therefore each constituent group will observe different
managerial leadership behaviors and different intensities of behaviors.
The manager's role-set is made up primarily of peers, subordinates,
and superiors. Effective managers are leaders who get things done through
others. Therefore, consistent with the research findings, m anagers use
different tactics on different individuals and groups. Role-set theory and the
empirical studies in which it is grounded provide a framework for studying
the manager's behavior. The role-set is a potentially valuable source for data
about the manager's performance.
The Role-set as a Source for Performance D ata
Leader performance studies tend to revolve around the superior's
perception of subordinate performance. Perceptual data is typically gathered
through ratings, rankings, and descriptive statem ents th a t reflect the
judgment of the superior. Implicit in this practice are two things: (1) the
superior is best able to observe and judge the behavior of a subordinate, and
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(2) succession is determined by the immediate superior only. The lack of
attention to the judgments of constituency groups th at are knowledgeable
about the leader's reputed behavior is noticeable. This criticism is based on
the concept of executive managerial behavior being a collective, interactive
effort toward organizational goals. Therefore, the perceptions of others
involved in these interactive efforts are valid forjudging performance; with
different needs for interaction, the different groups should reflect different
ratings.
A constituency or role-set approach treats the organization as a system
th at is dependent on various stakeholders for successful outcomes. This is
consistent with Merton's (1957) propositions on the role-set. Therefore, a
theoretically grounded framework is provided for a multiple constituency
study of managerial leadership behaviors.
Kanter (1977) noted th at peer acceptance is most im portant for
determining managerial effectiveness and th at the managerial task is a social
event. "Overall, the development of strategic alliances is one more force
toward politicizing the role of managers, making it essential for them to be
able to juggle constituencies rather than control subordinates." (Kanter,
1989, p. 152). K anter and Brinkerhoff (1981) view effectiveness as a more
political than scientific construct and argue for a multiple constituency
approach to measuring effectiveness, similar to Merton's (1968) concept of
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role-set and Katz and Kahn's (1978) presentation of role theory as a possible
way for understanding organizations.
Building on the work of Hotter, K anter and others, Kaplan (1984)
argued for the manager's network of relationships, identifying lateral
relationships, th at is, peer relationships as the manager's most valuable
asset.
Landsberger's exploratory study (1961) of management behavior in
three

comparable companies focussed on horizontal relationships.

Landsberger grounded his research in previous studies of the vertical
dimension of managerial work and the types of dependencies, linear versus
network, and equality versus inequality, found in vertical and linear
relationships.

Peer relationships are considered as networks while

superior/subordinate relationships are linear. Landsberger builds the case
for the study of horizontal relationships within bureaucracies. Findings
indicate that peer expectations are different from those of superiors and
subordinates.
Albrecht, Glaser, and Marks (1964) studied 31 managers of a national
corporation using a multiple-assessment procedure. The multiple assessment
procedure predicted performance more closely than did objective tests of
intellective functions. Higher inter-rater agreement is noted when raters are
closer to the ratees in organizational level. A possible explanation, also
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intimated by Albrecht et al is that those closest to the day-to-day job
functioning of ratees are best able to assess and predict performance.
Lawler (1967, p. 370) considered the m ulti-rater approach as having
potential for m easuring performance. Value was ascribed to th e advantages
of objective measures and of the subjective ones which the m ulti-rater
approach was thought to possess. Lawler believed th at evaluation should be
done by those knowledgeable of the aspects of the individual's performance
th at they are to rate. Lawler justified the inclusion of each constituent
group: superiors are knowledgeable of how the manager's job behavior is
related to the organization's overall goals;

peer evaluations reflect

perceptions of the manager's lateral relationships; subordinates reflect the
superior's impact on the organization's human resources; and, self-ratings are
self-perceptions which are determ inants of future behavior. Therefore, each
constituent group is knowledgeable about a facet of the manager's behavior.
1

Kavanagh, MacKinney, & Wolins (1971) believed that the m ulti-rater

approach provided a means for obtaining judgments of the manager's
behavior from perspectives th a t are different and relatively independent.
Kavanagh, MacKinney, and Wolins studied superior, subordinate, peer, and
self-ratings of middle- and top-managers. Subjects were 658 managers at
three supervisoiy levels in 24 different plant locations. They concluded th at
constituent groups reflect their varied perspectives in the rating of job
performance. Similar to the Lawler (1967) study, no empirical evidence is
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shown a t the individual level for convergence among the assessment by
multiple raters.
Pfeffer and Salandk (1975) observed that superiors place a different
set of demands on managers than do subordinates. Crowe, Bochner, and
Clark (1972) noted th a t autocratic and democratic managers behave in the
m anner consistent w ith the subordinate's style, regardless of the manager's
style.

Thus, subordinates have the capacity for influencing superior

behavior. It is therefore consistent to propose that feedback from the role-set
will stimulate behavior from the executive that is responsive to the role-set's
observations. When presented with conflicting, th at is inconsistent findings,
the individual will do one of three things: (1) select one of the two; (2) justify
their behavior and self-perspective; or (3) enter into a state of psychological
perturbation. For emotional health to be assumed, the executive m ust make
a choice among the first two options.
Landy and F arr (1980) reviewed the literature on performance
judgment, particularly the rating of performance. Notable is their review of
studies concerned with the relationship differences between raters and the
ratee (e.g., supervisor, peer, self, or subordinate).

The various studies

present peer ratings as more lenient than supervisory ratings. Also, peer
ratings are more useful for predicting promotions. When the different fypes
of ratings were compared, the findings suggest only a low to moderate
correlation among the different groups of raters.
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Tsui's (1984a,b) research indicate th at leaders choose to enhance their
reputation. Therefore, the leader will value the perceptions of particular
constituent groups.

The leader will provide reputationally enhancing

behaviors to each group and will be receptive to their feedback. Hollander
(1978) noted th at "Leadership is an influence relationship between two, or
usually more, persons who depend upon one another to achieve certain
common goals within a situation ...."
Kahn et al (1964) noted th at expectations from the role-set are mcyor
influences of leader behavior.

Yukl (1989a) believed th at the leader's

behavior is an adaptation to the requirem ents of the role, constraints, and
the demands of the situation. Therefore, he noted th at "leader behavior is
strongly influenced by the situation." Yukl (1989a, p. 262) believed th at role
theory describes how the situation influences managerial behavior.
Consistent w ith Kahn et al (1964), Pfeffer & Salancik (1975), Stewart (1982),
Kieser (1984), and Tsui (1984a), Yukl (1989a, p. 262) noted that, "Effective
leaders are able to reconcile the role conflicts caused by incompatible role
expectations from different role senders... and shape the impressions formed
by others about their competence and expertise."
Bass (1990, p. 861) reviewed the research of Haggeiy, Johnson, & King
(1954), Wilkins (1953), Williams & Leavitt (1947b), Ricciuti (1955), Hollander
(1965), Amir, Kovarsky, and Sharan (1970), Downey, Medland, and Yates
(1976), and K raut (1975b), concluding th at peer ratings are valid and more
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predictive of future performance than are ratings by superiors. Bass’ (p. 862)
review of H ater & Bass' (1988) and Yammarino and Bass' (1989a) research
on rating of managerial behavior by subordinates found th at subordinates'
judgments of manager's leadership potential were corroborated by the
judgments of senior management. Bass noted that self ratings when fed
back with th a t of superior, subordinates, and peers, are "not likely to be as
useful to the prediction of future success as are the discrepancies between
them and others' judgments" (Bass, 1990, p. 861), and th at the discrepancies
(or awareness indicators) are useful for developmental training and
counseling.
Hammer and Turk (1987) studied 160 of the 167 first-line supervisors
in a large pharmaceutical plant, noting th at "It could be argued th at alm ost
all leader behavior is a response to organizational demands." (p. 681).
Therefore, to study managerial leadership behavior, a researcher should look
at the sources of the demands,

in collecting those perspectives, the

executive's behavior can be intelligently responsive.
Executives m ust cope successfully with multiple expectations and
fragmented activities (Mintzberg, 1973). The role structure dimension of
interdependence (March & Simon, 1958 and Georgopoulos, 1972) is
im portant for executive performance. Executives have different role senders
and shape their reputation (Kahn et al., 1964; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1975;
Stewart, 1982; Kieser, 1984; Tsui, 1984a,b). Therefore, the role-set is a
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recognized source for information about the executive's reputation, th a t is,
of the extent to which executives demonstrate managerial leadership
behaviors.
Divergence, Convergence and Role-set Ratings
Studies showing little or no empirical evidence at the individual level
for convergence among the assessment of multiple raters include
Landsberger (1961), Lawler (1967), and Kavanagh, MacKinney, & Wolins
(1971).
Landsberger's exploratory study (1961) of management behavior in
three comparable companies indicate that peer expectations are different
from those of superiors and subordinates. Similar to different expectations
are different am ounts of knowledge about the behaviors which are to be
rated. Lawler (1967, p. 370) believed that evaluation should be done by
those knowledgeable of the aspects of the individual's performance which
they are to rate.

He justified the inclusion of self and each of three

constituent groups. Lawler used the m ulti-rater approach to study 113
middle and top-level managers in a manufacturing organization. Average
superior and peer ratings have correlations of .51 and .47, respectively,
whereas the average self inter-correlation is .32®. Therefore, where superior
8Average of the nine coefficients reported by Lawler: average of the
superior coefficients (.53, .56, .44), the peer coefficients (.56, .56, .40), and the
self coefficients (.43, .40, .14).
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and peer ratings converge, the score for self is divergent. Lawler contends
th at whereas the three ratings reflect neither convergence or divergent
validity, and th a t they may be viewed as invalid, another interpretation is
possible. A possibility is th at the ratings simply reflect different and valuable
views of the manager's behaviors.
When the original sample (W= 113) was combined with additional data
on government and social welfare managers the following trend appeared:
the group rated lower by peers than by superiors consisted of younger
managers (pc.O l), lower seniority (pc.Ol) than the group which is rated
higher by peers. Overall, this study shows little or no empirical evidence at
the individual level for convergence among the assessment of multiple raters.
Kavanagh et al (1971) believed that the m ulti-rater approach provided
a means for obtaining judgm ents of the manager's behavior from perspectives
th at are different and relatively independent.

Their study of superior,

subordinate, peer, and self-ratings of middle- and top-managers concluded
th at constituent groups reflect their varied perspectives in the rating of job
performance. Like Albrecht, Glaser, & Marks (1964), Kavanagh et al (1971)
found a higher inter-rater agreement when raters are closer in organizational
level to the ratees. Similar to the Lawler (1967) study, no empirical evidence
is shown at the individual level for convergence among the assessment by
multiple raters. Landy and Farr's (1980) review led them to suggest th at
"the best conclusion may be th at different types of raters have different
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perspectives on performance th at influence ratings" (p. 78).

These

differential expectations are presented as plausible explanations for divergent
evaluations.
Tsui's (1984a) findings show th at preferences for managerial
leadership behaviors diverged more widely among the constituent groups
than between the members of a particular group,

(p. 86).

Multiple

constituents reflect divergent ratings (Tsui, 1984a). Divergent ratings do not
lend themselves to aggregation into a single score.

The tolerance for

diversity results in the desire to understand behavioral impact as it is
perceived by those within the network of relationships. Tsui and McGregor
(1982) reviewed multiple rater studies of managerial effectiveness and found
the average inter-rater correlation to be less than .30.

Tsui (1984b)

considered the multiple constituency approach to measuring effectiveness as
useful and similar to Kane & Lawler (1979) and Landy and F arr (1980), she
presented differential expectations as a plausible alternative explanation for
divergent (low inter-rater correlations) evaluations.
Tsui's (1984a) study included multiple raters. Similar to Albrecht,
Glaser & Marks (1964) and Kavanagh, MacKinney, & Wolins (1971) Tsui
found higher inter-rater agreement when raters were closer to the ratees in
organizational levels. Therefore, two peers will have closer ratings than will
a peer and a subordinate. Tsui based her conclusion in the conjecture th at
the similar organizational levels may be using a similar frame of reference,
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th at is, similar criteria or similar expectations. Tsui claimed th at prior to
her study no research investigated the nature of expectancies between and
w ithin constituencies.

H er findings support the hypothesis th a t

constituencies' expectations of role behavior for a focal manager will show
greater divergence between the constituent groups than among the
constituency members. The study was limited to middle managers.
Reviews of multiple rater (role-set) studies have been both qualitative
and quantitative. Q uantitative reviews include Mabe and West's (1982) and
H arris and Schaubroeck (1988). Mabe and West's (1982) meta-analytic study
of 55 independent investigations of rating relationships included three
studies of managers and executives (see Table 1). Of the three studies, both
Heneman's and Lawler's had been included in Landy and Farr's (1980)
qualitative analysis of performance ratings. Only Heneman's (1974) study
reported communicating to both supervisor and manager, the purely external
research purpose for the ratings.

Landy and Farr (1980) concluded th a t

only a low to moderate correlation can be expected from pairs of different
rater types (peer, supervisor, self, etc.). Note, however, that Heneman (1974)
reported higher correlations than either Lawler (1967) or Thornton (1968),
and self scores are lower than supervisor scores. Tables 2 to 4 contain the
correlations and descriptive statistics for the Lawler (1967), Thornton (1968)
and Heneman (1974) studies.
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Table 1
Managerial Studies Included in Mabe and West's (1982) Meta-analysis

INVESTIGATOR

SUBJECTS

N

PERFORMANCE
CATEGORY

Lawler (1967)

M anufacturing
Managers

113

Thornton (1968)

Industrial
Executives

Heneman (1974)

Managers with
MBA

CRITERION

rs

Managerial

Peer-Self
Peer-Supv
Supv-Self

9rs
.01 to .13
(sic)1

Over

64

Industrial
Management

Self-Supv
Ratings

H rs
(-.26 to .23)

Over

102

Managerial

SupervisorSelf Ratings

(.02 to .39)

SELF

Under

Adapted from Mabe and West (1982) sic

^Mabe and West (1982) reported different ranges for the correlation coefficients. Review of each study
cited by Mabe and West found different data from that which was reported by Mabe and West. Lawler (1967)
reported 9 correlation coefficients, ranging from .01 to .65 (see Table 2). Thornton (1968) reported correlations
ranging from -.11 to .38 (see Table 3). It should be noted th a t the supposedly Lawler-reported-coefficients are
actually the coefficients stated by Lawler for the Tucker, Cline, and Schmitt (1967) study.
to

00

29
Table 2
Group Pairs and the Correlation Coefficients by Trait/Ability
TRAIT/ABILITY

SELF-SUPV

SELF-PEER

.01

.01

.65

.13

.09

.52

.30

.30

.53

A. Quality of job
performance
B. Ability to perform
the job
C. Effort put forth on
the job

PEER-SUPV

Adapted from Lawler (1967)
H arris & Schaubroeck (1988) quantitatively reviewed journal articles
and conference papers in published proceedings covering the period 19561986, ending with a sample of 54 independent studies. Whereas Mabe and
West's (1982) quantitative review did not separate out self-peer and selfsupervisor correlations, nor examined peer-supervisor correlations, H arris &
Schaubroeck performed such examinations. Harris and Schaubroeck's (1988)
meta-analysis of 36 independent self-supervisor correlations, 23 independent
peer-supervisor correlations, and 11 independent self-peer correlations shows
marked differences between the rater pairs (see Table 5).
Although other studies show at best a moderate correlation between
the rating groups, H arris & Schaubroeck's meta-analysis produced a
relatively high correlation between peer and supervisor ratings (p=.62); a
moderate correlation between self-supervisor (p=.35) and self-peer ratings
(p=.36) with little impact from rating format (dimensional versus global).
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Table 3
Sources for Differences Between Means and for Correlations
of Supervisory- and Self-ratings
PERFORMANCE ITEM
Knowledge
Communication
-Group
-W ritten
Outgoingness
Sensitivity
Compatibility
Understanding
Productivity
Tempo
Delegation
Control

r

MEAN SUPV

MEAN SELF

DIFFERENCE***

.38**

3.406

3.641

.235

.28*
.34**
.53**
.33**
.35**
.33**
.33**
.26*
.53**
.36**

2.906
3.172
3.250
3.000
3.406
2.969
3.281
3.062
3.016
2.969

2.813
3.438
3.234
3.219
3.531
3.203
3.250
2.797
3.062
3.203

-.093
.266
-.016
.219
.125
.234
-.031
-.265
.046
.234

Average r for the 27 items is .23 (not sig. at the .05 level)
**p<.01
*p<. 05
***not significant a tp < .05
Adapted from Thornton (1968)

CO

o
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Table 4
Sources for Significant Correlations of and Differences
Between Self- and Superior-ratings of Behavior
PERFORMANCE
DIMENSION

r

MEAN
SELF

S.D.

MEAN
SUPERIOR

8.D.

Planning
Investigating
Coordinating
Evaluating
Supervising
Staffing
Negotiating
Representing
Overall Effectiveness

.31**
.18
.17
.02
.39**
.07
.32**
.27
.26**

5.38
5.49
5.56
5.62
5.34
4.74
4.85
5.30
5.53

1.10
1.16
1.10
.99
1.19
1.26
1.43
1.17
.79

5.60
5.95**
5.56
5.60
5.30
5.58**
5.49**
5.43
5.69

.96
.86**
1.12
.93
1.15
.91*
1.03*
1.28
.98*

*p<. 05
**p<.01

* p < . 05
**p<.01

Adapted from Heneman (1974).

CO
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Table 5
Meta-Analysis Results for Correlations

RATER PAIRS

N

is

MEANb
r

Self-Supervisor
Peer-Supervisor
Self-Peer

3,957
2,643
984

36
23
11

.35022)
.62(.48)
.36024)

S.DC

90% C l

.11(. 12)
.24(.22)
.19013)

.17 to .53
.22 to 1.00
.05 to .67

%
UNEXPLAINED
VARIANCE
33
86
82

bNumbers in parentheses include corrections for sampling errors; numbers not in parentheses corrected for
all possible artifacts.
cCorrected for measurement error only.
Adapted from H arris and Schaubroeck, 1988.

Job

type

(managerial/professional versus blue-collar/service) had

moderating efffect on self-peer and self-supervisor ratings.

a

Generally, both

individual and meta-analytic studies indicate a stronger relationship between
peer-supervisor ratings than between self-peer and self-supervisor ratings.
H arris and Schaubroeck's study produced a large (over 25%) am ount
of unexplained variance.

Unexplained variance between studies can be

rationalized in at least five ways:

(1) unverified assumptions of rater

independence; (2) differences in rater's opportunity to observe job
performance; (3) amount of rater training/experience; (4) rater motivation;
and finally (5) the purpose of ratings. Although purpose is rarely reported
in rating studies (Heneman's study is an exception) McIntyre, Smith, and
H assett (1984) found purpose to have little or no effect on upward ratings by
college students.
Overall, the reviews indicate that self-rating will be higher than either
peer or supervisor ratings. Additionally, the strongest rating pattern is for
the peer-superior relation, with self-supervisor and self-peer relationships
exhibiting similar low relational strengths.

However, the results from

Heneman's (1974) study raises the question of the influence of making rating
purpose explicit and its effect on ratings of behavior. Additionally, inclusion
of subordinates and peers in the Heneman study would have perm itted
examination of peer-supervisor ratings and the strength of th at relationship
in a situation where purpose is made explicit.
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34
Justification for Perceptual Judgments
from the Role-set
March and March (1978) noted "As a result of being observed (italics
supplied) exercising capabilities when given opportunities, an individual
accumulates a record of performance.

That record is a history of the

outcomes attributed to an individual's behavior. The record is translated
into the reputation of an individual by memory and recall. Careers are
produced by vacancies and reputations" (p. 438). Therefore, individuals
seeking a career enhancing reputation would be interested in the
observations made by significant groups, namely, superiors, peers, and
subordinates.
Yammarino and Bass (1989a) conducted a longitudinal study of 186
U.S. Navy officers at Annapolis and found that whereas cumulative academic
performance was not predictive, the cumulative m ilitary performance grades
awarded by superiors (based on superiors' judgments) correlated .25 with
subsequent fitness reports up to ten years later. Bass (1990, p. 50) appealed
to studies by Mitchell, Larson, & Green (1977), and Weiss (1977), when he
observed th at raters are biased by their individual social realities and this
results in low correlations between supervisors', peers', and subordinates'
ratings of the same leaders. All judgements are biased by individual reality,
and reality is what is perceived. Judgment cannot be im partial; preference
is given to the reality of the rater because the act of passing judgm ent is
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dependent on, and not independent of, perception.

Because managers

interact with peers, subordinates, and superiors, it is appropriate th at
feedback to the manager include the judgment of these groups,
understanding of course, th a t the rater's reality is influencing the ratings.
This influence is neither good nor bad, it is simply what happens in the
process of passing judgment.
Accumulated observations result in judgment th a t either enhance or
derails one's career. Managerial leadership behaviors are designed to impact
the perception and behavior of other persons. For an executive to perform
effectively, feedback on the behaviors is essential. Such feedback can guide
future development activities.
Judgments based on observations are predictive of future success
(Bass, 1990, pp. 861, 875), with the greatest predictability coming from peer
ratings. Those predictive judgments came from individuals who had the
most frequent interaction with executives and were able to observe the
executive's behavior with the greatest frequency. Therefore, if predictability
or accuracy is desired, perceptual judgments should be made by at least one
component of the executive's role-set.
Interpretive Summary
Behavior evaluation studies have been conducted primarily for
adm inistrative purposes and are associated with threat, which presumably
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affects the ratings. Additionally, personnel studies do not incorporate the
perceptions of all members of the role-set, especially th at of subordinates (cf.
Landy & Farr, 1980; Mabe & West, 1982; H arris & Schaubroeck). Published
role-set studies solely for assessing development needs are rare. However,
the appraisal ratings are used in assessment centers to identify personal
development needs.

The model presented

(Figure 1) addresses, from

multiple perspectives, the extent to which executives dem onstrate managerial
leadership behaviors. These judgments are from those whom executives seek
to influence and whose feedback will enable an executive to achieve
effectiveness. Those persons are the executive's superior, subordinates, and
peers.
The research literature indicates th at the extent to which managerial
leadership behaviors are observed will diverge more widely between self,
subordinate, peers, and superiors, than among subordinates or peers. Thus,
two peer ratings will be more alike than will a peer and subordinate-,
superior-, or self-rating.

Additionally, there will be greater divergence

between self and any role-set group ratings than between role-set pairs
(superiors, subordinates, peers). Role-set studies presume the im portance of
awareness for identifying and accepting development needs. Self-ratings are
subject to egocentric bias; they are sometimes higher than the ratings given
by others (cf. Lawler, 1967 and Thornton, 1968), although this is not always
supported (cf. Heneman, 1974 and Mabe & West, 1982, p. 287); others w ithin
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the role-set may give executives lower ratings than executives give
themselves. The discrepancy between self and others' ratings is an estim ate
of the level of an executive's awareness of his or her behaviors.
Still unsettled questions are:

(a) What are the effects of rating

purpose on group ratings of behavior? and, (b) W ithin one study, w hat are
the patterns between self-, peer-, supervisor-, and subordinate ratings?
This study will address the above questions and will extend the
research on the managerial leadership behaviors required at executive levels
of an organization. The identification of requisite skills and behaviors (and
their ratings by groups essential for managerial leadership success) will
provide organizations with the data needed to design executive development
programs.

To arrive at requisite managerial leadership behaviors, this

investigation will occur at two levels (see Figure 2) with a third level for
developing the requisite assessment instrum ent. For this study, we will first
< examine perceptions by group and identify groups with similar, as well as
groups with divergent perceptions.

The exploration of respondent's

perceptions of executive managerial leadership behavior, if they follow the
pattern of middle managers, will diverge greater between groups than within
group members.
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That exploration should provide answers to the following questions:
Q1

To what extent do observed executive managerial leadership
behaviors diverge between groups?

Q2

To what extent do observed executive managerial leadership
behaviors diverge between self ratings and the ratings by roleset groups?

The behaviors th a t are rated within the MSP's dimensions are not presumed
to be inclusive of all managerial leadership behaviors.
opportunities were given to identifying other behaviors.

Therefore,
Secondly, the

relating of self-perception to the averaged perception of others results in a
difference score, which when-examined, enables executives to be categorized
based on their rating congruence. (From this point on the rating congruence
beween executives and their role-set is referred to as "Executive Role-set
Congruence" or ERC, see Figure 2). Third, all executives identified needed
behaviors, which were categorized by the ERC score. Those needed skills
and behaviors identified by executives with high ERC are requisite skills and
behaviors; executives who are capable of seeing themselves as others within
their role-set see them are able to see skill and behavioral needs that are
different from those seen by executives whose self and role-set ratings
resulted in a low ERC score. The data provided answers to the questions:
Q3

W hat is the effect of executive and role-set rating congruency
on the identification of executive skill and behavior needs?
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The following conjectures originate from the literature:
Different behaviors are used in different role relationships, therefore
HI

There are differences between the observations made by
different groups within the role-set.

The focal person tends to have a self-enhancing view, therefore
H2

There are differences between self-perception and any role-set
group's observation.

Additionally, comparing the self-perception to others' observations identifies
the degree of rating congruency and awareness of one's reputation,
particularly in a context where a self-enhancing report provides no obvious
benefit. Do executives who are at a high degree of rating congruency identify
a set of development needs th at are different from those identified by
individuals who are at a lower level of congruency?

This leads to the

conjecture that
H3

High ERC and low ERC executives will identify different
behavior development needs.

Chapter III contains the study's design, which is based on the research
hypotheses suggested by the literature. The chapter is organized by the two
levels within the study (see Figure 2): level one examines the differences
between self and role-set ratings; level two focusses on the individual
executive, the ERC categories, and the needs identified by executives in each
category.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METHODS
This chapter contains the research design and methods, including an
overview of the research setting, population, instrum entation, data collection
procedures, and finally, procedures for analyzing the data. Within the
discussion of instrum entation are discussions of the measures and quality
indicators.

The study is divided into two levels: the first level allows

analyses of the relationships between rating groups; the second level
addresses the ERC9 categories and focusses on the descriptive analysis of the
behavior needs th at were described by high ERC and low ERC executives.
Research Setting
i

The study was conducted in a Fortune 500, multi-national,
divisionalized manufacturing corporation, with sales of over 6 billion dollars,

9ERC - Executive Role-set Congruency. This is the extent to which
executive and role-set ratings are similar. High ERC executives are those
w ith the lowest variation between the self and role-set score. The opposite
is tru e for low ERC executives. The discrepancy between self-ratings of
behavior and the mean rating of the role-set is an indicator of executive
awareness or effectiveness, an indicator of a manager's awareness of how s/he
is perceived by the individuals to whom influence attem pts are directed or
effectiveness; or according to Tsui (1984), an indicator of executive
effectivenss.
41
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and with corporate headquarters in Michigan. The corporation employs over
20,000 people, distributed across five divisions.
Research Design
The purpose of this study was to gain additional understanding of
managerial leadership behaviors within the executive's network of
relationships, by comparing the extent to which dem onstrated executive
managerial leadership behavior ratings differ by raters. Additionally, needed
behaviors were organized based on executive ERC categories. The prim ary
difference between this and other similar role-set studies is (a) the
developmental purpose for which the ratings were made, and (b) the focus
on-the executive's complete role-set of superiors, subordinates, and peers.
O ther rating studies (cf. studies reviewed by Mabe and West, 1980; Landy
and Farr, 1982; and H arris and Schaubroeck, 1988) were conducted prim arily
on college students or first-level managers and generally did not include the
complete reie-set. Historically, ratings were for personnel decision-making
purposes, and the majority of the published studies conducted on college or
high school students used tests and grades as criterions for rating
ability/performance. (Mabe and West, 1982).
This study investigated variances between self and role-set group
ratings of behaviors, as well as the relational pattern th a t the ratings follow;
the study is both a descriptive survey as well as a correlational study. The
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term descriptive is used in its literal sense, thus ratings and their variances
between groups are described; whereas correlations allow for investigation
of the extent to which variations in one group's rating correspond with
variations in another group's ratings.
Role-set ratings, and particularly self-ratings, possess certain biases.
Mabe and West (1982) suggested representative sampling as one way to
reduce restriction of range, th a t is, sampling procedures should be such th at
the measure variance is not restricted. Some studies have discussed selfrating as generally higher than ratings made by others. Schlenker's (1980)
review of the social-psychological literature suggests th at these self-enhancing
reports may be associated with, for example: (a) a lack of public inform ation
about the performance; (b) identification of the rater, instead of anonymity;
(c) low rater self-esteem; and (d) a high likelihood of personal gain from a
favorable self-report,
i

The present study addresses these issues by: (a) validating the selfreport with the reports of the role-set, and making this format known to the
executive; (b) instructing the executive and each rater th at only the
superior's identity will be known; no subordinate or peer identity will be
revealed; and (c) because this is a developmental context, no personal gain
is obvious from a favorable self-report.
Landy and F arr (1980, p. 89-90) noted in their review th at ratings are
"... more lenient under conditions of administrative use than under
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conditions of research use

and goes on to call for "more definitive tests"

of the relationship between purpose for ratings and the variances between
the ratings. Heneman (1974) made explicit the sole research purpose for his
ratings, which were unavailable to the employing organization. Heneman's
findings differ from Thorton's, in th at he found self-ratings that are lower
than supervisor-ratings. This study provides insights into role-set ratings
th at are made for development purposes.
The executive's role-set is considered the best source for gathering data
about executive behavior, primarily because of the am ount of time
respondents have spent with the executive, providing frequent opportunities
for observing naturally occurring behaviors.

By using a development

assessment opportunity, the element of threat associated with personnel
evaluation is removed; no one internal to the organization (other than the
executive) will see the ratings or the development suggestions. Therefore,
this design enables a more truthful view of executives' ability to see
themselves as others see them; a judgm ent about perceptual awareness is
possible from role-set ratings for development.
The study's design allowed for the study of self and role-set ratings by
asking individuals to rate executives on nineteen dimensions, based on the
extent to which they observed the executive demonstrating the behaviors
describing each dimension. The objective was to identify differences and
patterns between groups by conducting inferential tests of hypotheses, with
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variables of ratings of the extent of observed behaviors, ERC categories, and
needed skills and behaviors.
Variables
The variables for this study:

(a) ratings of the extent at which

behaviors are observed by the executives; (b) ratings of the extent at which
behaviors are observed by the executives' superiors; (c) ratings of the extent
a t which behaviors are observed by the executives' subordinates; (d) ratings
of the extent a t which behaviors are observed by the executives' peers; ( e )
categories of executive role-set congruence (ERC); and (f) skills and behaviors
needed by executives within the organization, are described in term s of each
level of the investigation (see Table 6). Ratings are grouped by role-set
group, making possible the operationalizing of the ERC measure, which
focuses on the difference between each executive's self and role-set rating.
Finally, skills and behaviors are organized by ERC categories. Each variable
was operationalized as follows (see Table 6):
Study Level 1
Ratings of the Extent at Which Behavior is Observed. A 5-point scale
was used, ranging from 1, not at all, to 5, to a very great extent, and with a
category for indicating th a t a behavior does not apply to the manager's
job/activities. Ratings were made by self, superior, subordinates, and peers.
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Table 6
Hypotheses and Variables for Each Level of the Investigation

Levels
Within
Study:
I

Operationalizing

the
Research Hypotheses

Variables

(1) There are differences
between the observations
made by different groups
w ithin the role-set.

Mean superior-ratings &
Mean subordinate-ratings
Mean superior-ratings &
Mean peer-ratings
Mean peer ratings & Mean
subordinate-ratings

(2) There are differences
between self-perception and
any role-set group's
observation.

Mean self-ratings & Mean
superior-ratings
Mean self-ratings & Mean
subordinate-ratings
Mean self-ratings & Mean
peer-ratings

II

Self & Mean role-set ratings
(3) High ERC and low ERC
for each executive
executives will identify
different behavior development
needs.
ERC categories and behavior
and skills needs
Study Level 2
ERC Categories.

Managers are relatively unaware of their own

managerial leadership behavior, and those who are aware would see the same
pattern in their behaviors as do their role-set; this is the correlation between
self ratings and the mean ratings of others. Similarly, self-ratings for each
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executive subtracted from the averaged role-set's ratings produce a difference
score.

The difference score for executives are indicators of whether

executives self views are congruent with their role-set's observations.
Executives seeking to influence others need to know how their behavior is
perceived by others. The difference between self rating and th a t of the roleset reflect relative self-awareness. Based on the dimensionalized difference
scores, two categories, each from the ends of the dimension and based on the
ability to see self to the same extent as others, are proposed:
1. High ERC - There is no difference between the ratings of self and
others. T hat is, both self and others are able to identify behaviors which are
perceived to be displayed to a great extent, that is strengths; and, behaviors
displayed at a low extent, th at is weaknesses. Thus, we have executives who
are "AWARE OF STRENGTHS" and "AWARE OF WEAKNESSES" as
perceived by others; and
2. Low ERC - There are differences between the ratings of self and
others. T hat is, self score is different from th at of others. Thus, we have
"UNAWARE OF STRENGTHS" and "UNAWARE OF WEAKNESSES" as
perceived by others.
Needed Skills and Behaviors.

Skills and behaviors described as

needed, by executives.
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Research Population
A population of 123 executives, from executive levels of management
were asked to complete the Management Skills Profile (MSP) and to request
their superiors, subordinates, and professional peers to assess the executive's
behavior. Examples of job titles include: Chief Executive Officer, Senior
Corporate Counsel, Division President, Director of Marketing, and VicePresident for Human Resources.
Research Instrum entation
For the purpose of the study, averaged ratings were made for peers
and for subordinates. Ratings are in response to the one hundred and
twenty-two behavioral item s contained within the nineteen Management
Skills Profile (MSP) dimensions. The MSP was chosen for this study because
of the large normative population of over 25,000 managers, to whom
i

individual ratings are compared. The MSP norm population is similar to the
study population (see Table 10); average age is 40 years; 73.2 percent are
male; 20 percent have some college or technical training and 34.1 percent are
college graduates; 87.9 percent are white; 58.7 percent are middle to upper
management; 63 percent have greater than 5 years in management; and 60.4
percent have been in their positions for less than 3 years; and 12.3 percent,
the largest group, are from heavy manufacturing industries. The norm
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population, similar to the study population, is typical of the general
population of managers.
For the second component of the investigation, Level 2, four openended questions investigating the skills and behaviors needed by executives
both now and five years from now, were asked of executives, (see Appendix
A).
Measures
Study Levels 1 and 2
The Management Skills Profile (MSP) assessed the extent to which
behaviors are observed, thus providing measures for the variables, and
enabled operationalizing of the ERC variable. The MSP measures extent to
which 122 behaviors, within 18 dimensions, and one category measuring
results orientation, have been observed.

The MSP's dimensions are:

f

planning, organizing, personal organization and time management,
leadership style and influence, motivating others, delegating and controlling,
coaching and developing, human relations, conflict management, informing,
listening,

oral

communications,

w ritten

com munication a,

personal

adaptability, personal motivation, occupational/technical knowledge, problem
analysis and decision making, and financial and quantitative as shown in
Table 7.
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Table 7
MSP Skills, Dimensions and Definitions
ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS
1. Planning - Setting goals and developing strategies and schedules for
meeting those goals; anticipating obstacles and defining alternative
strategies.
2. Organizing - Scheduling and coordinating work of others; setting
priorities; establishing efficient work procedures to meet objectives.
3. Personal Organization & Time Management - Allocating one's own time
efficiently; arranging information systematically and processing paperwork
and other information effectively without getting bogged down in detail.
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
4. Informing - Letting people know of decisions, changes, and other
relevant information on a timely basis.
5. Oral Communication - Speaking effectively one to one and in groups;
making effective presentations.
6. Listening - Demonstrating attention to, and conveying understanding
of, the comments or questions of others.
7. W ritten Communication - W riting clearly and effectively; using
appropriate style, grammar and tone, in informal and formal business
communications.
COGNITIVE SKILLS
8. Problem Analysis & Decision Making - Identifying problems; recognizing
symptoms, causes and alternative solutions; making timely, sound decisions
even under conditions of risk and uncertainty.
9. Financial & Q uantitative - Drawing accurate conclusions from financial
and numerical m aterial and applying financial principles and numerical
techniques to management problems.
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
10. Human Relations - Developing and maintaining smooth, cooperative
working relationships w ith peers, subordinates, and superiors; showing
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Table 7—Continued
awareness of, and consideration for, the opinions and feelings of others.
11. Conflict Management - Bringing conflict or dissent into the open and
using it productively to enhance the quality of decisions, arriving at
constructive solutions while m aintaining positive working relationships.
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
12. Leadership Style & Influence - Taking charge and initiating actions,
directing the activities of individuals and groups toward the accomplishment
of meaningful goals and commanding the attention and respect of others.
13. Motivating O thers - Creating an environment in which subordinates
and others are rewarded for accomplishment of group and individual goals.
14. Delegating & Controlling - Clearly assigning responsibilities and tasks
to others and establishing effective controls, ensuring th at employees have
the necessary resources and authority, and monitoring progress and
exercising control.
15. Coaching & Developing - Evaluating employees, providing performance
feedback, and facilitating professional growth.
OTHER SKILLS
16. Personal Motivation - Displaying a high energy level, working long and
hard to get things done, and seeking increased responsibility on the job.
17. Personal Adaptability - Responding appropriately and competently to
the demands of work challenges when confronted with changes, ambiguity,
and adversity, or other pressures.
18. Occupational/Technical Knowledge - Applying the knowledge and skills
needed to do the job, including technical competence in one's own field and
fam iliarity with policies and practices of the organization and the industry.
Adapted from Sevey et al, 1985.
Observed behaviors were measured using a magnitude scale. For each
behavior as observed by the executive and the role-set, the extent to which
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it occured was indicated on a scale ranging from 1, not at all, to 5, to a very
great extent, including a category for recording behaviors not applicable to
the manager's job/activities. The MSP has an optional component for self
and superior rating of the importance of each of the nineteen dimensions,
arriving a t a judgm ent of the relative importance of each dimension for the
executive's job. However, because executives manage many varied projects
simultaneously, the importance of the dimensions will change frequently.
Although the importance of all the dimensions were determined for the norm
population (see Appendix F) of which the research population is
representative, the rating of dimensions are not synonymous with the skills
or behaviors w ithin a dimension. A group of behaviors can identify a
dimension, but the group should never be assumed to be all-inclusive. O ther
relevant behaviors not contained in the behavior group might also be
appropriate descriptors of the dimension. When a dimension is valued, th at
value cannot not be transferred to the limited number of behaviors it
contains; to do so would be irresponsible. The present study is focussed on
executives, therefore the basic skills contained within the dimensions are
probably im portant even at the executive level.
However, the taxonomy does not contain the dimensions for global
management or strategy setting across divisions and within the time-span
associated with each organizational level. Thus, the dimensions contained
in the taxonomy are probably needed but they are likely not inclusive of
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skills and behaviors unique to the executive level. The open-ended questions
identify executive specific skills and behaviors. Therefore, a major activity
of this study was to find an instrum ent meeting minimum specifications; a
well validated instrum ent with a population typical of the research
population, and for whom the taxonomy is im portant. The MSP m et the
requirement.
Study Level 2
The open-ended questions (see Appendix A) ask executives to list skills
and behaviors needed by executives within the organization, both now and
five years from now, as well as those associated with effective executives and
lacking in ineffective executives.

The questions, as stated, allowed the

researcher to obtain responses th at can be easily organized into a system of
conceptual order; dichotomized categories describing needed skills and
behaviors are implicit in the wording of the questions. Therefore, skill and
behavior them es were sorted into similar categories and analyzed with the
assistance of Zyindex®. Using Zyindex's vocabulary, thesaurus and concept
search features, frequencies were generated for phrases, words and their
synonyms. Additionally, skills and behaviors and their frequencies were
separated into each of the two ERC categories.
Overall, requisite executive managerial leadership behaviors are those
contained in the MSP, and not consistently rated "not applicable," and also
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those identified as needed, by executives whose self ratings are congruent
with their role-set's ratings.
Quality Indicators
The sociometric properties of the MSP are as follows:

Internal

consistency reliability (degree to which the items in a scale co-vary) as
measured by Cronbach's Alpha for each scale, range from .70 to .91.

The

average consistency for the 19 scales is .83 (s.d.=.06), as shown in Table 8.
The instrum ent uses the correlational approach to construct validity (factor
analysis). All of the correlations of the 19 scales are greater than zero at
alpha of .05. The scales show high reliability among raters and the average
correlation is .70. With respect to validity, the dimensions reflect content
domain of managerial performance.
The open-ended questions, designed to identify needed skills and
behaviors, were reviewed by the organization's

Corporate Manager of

Human Resource and the Director of Organizational Effectiveness. Reviews
were designed to identify and eliminate ambiguity, and to determine if the
term s are understandable across regions and cultures. Issac and Michael
(1990, pp. 133-134) recommends that "one of the best ways of developing
good objective questions is to adm inister an open-ended form of the question
to a small sample of subjects representative of the population in which you
are interested. These more lengthy answers provide the data from which
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objective-type answers are derived."

Therefore, using the open-ended

questions to identify skill and behavior needs is considered to be only the
Table 8
MSP Scale Score Reliabilities, Internal Consistency and
Interrater for Peer and Subordinate Perspectives
Internal
Consistency

Interrater10

No.
Items

Cronbach
Alpha

Sub

Peer

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS
1. Planning
2. Organizing
3. Personnal Organization

7
8
8

.87
.81
.81

.69
.68
.78

.64
.66
.73

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
4. Informing
5. Oral Communication
6. Listening
7. W ritten Communication

6
6
5
4

.85
.87
.82
.74

.62
.57
.63
.64

.67
.61
.66
.62

COGNITIVE SKILLS
8. Problem Analysis
9. Financial/Quantitative

8
5

.77
.83

.54
.73

.59
.73

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
10. Human Relations
11. Managing Conflict/Confront.

8
6

.91
.70

.67
.49

.69
.52

LEADERSHIP SKILLS
12. Leadership Style and Influence
13. Motivating Others
14. Delegating and Controlling
15. Coaching and Developing

7
6
7
10

.85
.89
.77
.89

.62
.61
.65
.63

.64
.65
.65
.63

10Calculated for individuals with a t least 3 peers or 3 subordinates.
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Table 8-Continued
Internal
Concistency
No.
Cronbach
Items Alpha

OTHER SKILLS
16. Personal Motivation
17. Personal Adaptability
18. Occupa./Technical Knowledge
19. Results O rientation
Mean
Standard Deviation

5
7
6
6

.81
.80
.82
.90

Interrater
. Sub

Peer

.65
.56
.58
.70

.69
.56
.64
.70

.83
.06

Adapted from Sevy et al, 1985, pages 2 and 12. 8,500 raters.
initial step in the valid identification of needs. The final step (see Figure 2)
-- the development of an assessment instrum ent - is to take the "objectivetype answers" and formulate a list of skills and behaviors that can be
assessed through rankings, ratings, etc., to determine their importance or
extent to which they are needed and/or observed. Level 2 is an exploratory
study; determining the applicability of skills and behaviors described at
Level 2 is beyond the scope of this investigation.
Data Collection Procedures
Permission to use the data gathered within a developmental
opportunity was secured from the Human Subjects Institutional Review
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Board (HSIRB) of Western Michigan University (see Appendix C). Each
executive received a letter from the Corporation's executive officers,
informing them of the developmental purpose for the distribution of the
instrum ents and requesting their participation. Letters sent to raters along
with the instrum ents promised anonymity to peers and subordinates and
made explicit the lack of anonymity for the superior. Copies of all letters
and memos are in Appendix B.
The MSP and the open-ended questions were distributed with other
workshop evaluation questionnaires. The survey data were obtained from
four different constituent groups - self, superior, subordinates, and
professional peers. To m aintain the developmental focus, each executive
recruited and distributed instrum ents to four peers, four subordinates, and
his or her superior. One hundred and twenty-three self and 1,107 role-set
questionnaires were distributed.

Instrum ents were delivered to each

executive through internal mail-drop, with each executive responsible for
delivery to their superior, selected peers and subordinates. Instrum ents were
returned in sealed envelopes to the Organizational Effectiveness (OE)
department or to the researcher.

The researcher picked up the sealed

envelopes from OE and checked the return rate, comparing it to the 95
needed to insure th a t the sample proportion is within +..05 of the population
proportion, with a 95 percent level of confidence. Non-respondents were
contacted by telephone and mail and asked to complete and return the
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instrum ents a t their earliest convenience. A complete response packet for
each executive consists of replies from two or more subordinates and peers,
as well as the self and superior responses.

All steps and internal

communication were approved by the Corporation's OE Director. The MSP
is a computer scored instrum ent th at was scanned by Personnel Decisions,
Inc., its license holder. Responses of the different role-set groups and of the
self evaluation were compared. Benefit to each executive was a detailed,
confidential presentation of their self- and role-set's responses to the MSP —
with means and comparison to a normative population, identifying individual
development needs.
Using a developmental opportunity to gather research data has
opportunities and well as liabilities. An obvious opportunity is the ability to
examine role-set ratings in a non-performance appraisal context. On the
other hand, traditional research procedures, such as follow-up on non
respondents, cannot be rigorously instituted.
Data Analyses
Research Hypotheses
Based on the review of literature the following research hypotheses
were proposed (see page 40) for the investigation:
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HI

There are differences between group ratings of executive
behaviors.

H2

There are differences in the rating pattern and strength of
relationships between self and each role-set group.

H3

For each executive, there is a difference between self- and mean
role-set's ratings.

H4

Executives in each ERC category will identify different
behaviors.

Procedures
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for
data analysis of the observed behavior construct, a t an alpha level of .05,
including one-way analyses of variance between groups: between self and
each role-set group, between peers and supervisors, between subordinates
and peers, between subordinates and supervisors. For groups with two or
more respondents (subordinates and peers), the mean score was used in the
classification of the extent to which behaviors have been observed. The
premise for using the mean score is based on the research literature's
documentation of the ratings between two or more members of the same
group not being significantly different from each other. Differences between
mean ratings by groups and between group ratings on each of the 19
dimensions were analyzed using the one-way analysis of variance (see Tables
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14 to 32), followed by the Scheffe procedure (Table 33) to identify the group
pairs where significant differences exist. To determine rating patterns,
Pearson Product Moment correlations between group (between self and each
role-set group, between peers and supervisors, between subordinates and
peers, and between subordinates and supervisors) ratings for each of the 19
behavior dimensions (19x6=114 scores), were calculated (see Tables 34 and
35). Responses from both peers and subordinates are in reference to the
same target person. The original data were organized w ithout a grouping
variable. During analysis the data was ordered to create a grouping variable
to facilitate the one-way analysis of variance.

Grouping the variables

provided 98 self scores, 97 superior scores, and similar num bers of scores for
subordinates and peers. The assumptions required for the one-way and the
linearity test were examined, and met. The .05 alpha level is chosen for this
study, similar to other social science and management studies.
Study Level 1
The study's design allows for examination of self and role-set ratings
within a developmental purpose.

Study Level 1 was guided by the

proposition th at there are differences between group ratings of executive
behaviors.
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Comparison of Group Means. The following six null hypotheses were
established for comparison of the differences between group means:
H I.

There is no difference between the mean self- and mean

subordinates' rating score.
H2. There is no difference between the mean self- and mean peers'
rating score.
H3. There is no difference between the mean self- and mean superior
rating score.
H4. There is no difference between the mean ratings scores of peers
and subordinates.
H5. There is no difference between the mean ratings scores of peers
and superiors.
H6.

There is no difference between the mean ratings scores of

subordinates and superior.
The null hypotheses for the pair comparisons were tested using the
one-way analysis of variance and the Scheffe procedure at the .05 alpha level
(a =.05).
Comparison of Group Means bv Behavior Dimension. The above null
hypotheses were tested for comparison of the differences between group
means, for each of the 19 dimensions.
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Examination of P atterns Between Groups. The following steps guided
examination of suggestions by the literature that relationships between roleset ratings (peers, supervisors, and subordinates) are stronger than between
self- and any role-set group ratings:
(a) Combining self and each group, three pairs, and therefore three
correlation coefficients were generated (between self and peers, self and
subordinates, and self and superior).
H7. There is zero correlation between self- and mean peers'-rating.
H8. There is zero correlation between self- and mean subordinates'rating.
H9. There is zero correlation between self- and superiors'-rating.
(b) Combining the three role-set ratings variables into three pairs,
three correlation coefficients were generated (between superior and
subordinates, subordinates and peers, and superior and peers).
H10. There is zero 'correlation between mean peers'- and supervisor'sratings.
H ll.

There is zero correlation between mean peers'- and

subordinates'-ratings.
H12.

There is zero correlation between mean supervisors'- and

subordinates'- ratings.
(c) Each of the nineteen behavioral dimensions were examined.
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H13. For each of the 19 dimensions, there is zero correlation between
mean role-set group's ratings (peers, supervisors, and subordinates) or
between self- and each group's ratingB.
The null hypotheses were tested a t the .05 alpha level ( a =.05).
Study Level 2
To establish a measure for ERC (i.e., the ability to see one's behaviors
at the same extent as others do) individual difference scores were created by
subtracting each executive's role-set rating from the self rating.
Comparison for Judging ERC. Ordering of the difference scores
created two categories of ERC:

the smallest absolute differences were

associated with High ERC executives and the greatest with Low ERC
executives.

The following hypotheses identified the magnitude of the

difference between means. It was conjectured th at for each executive, there
is no difference between his/her self-rating and the mean role-set's rating.
Additionally, them atic units of needed behaviors and skills were
identified from responses to the open-ended questions. Content analysis was
used to look for commonalities across and uniqueness within the themes.
Using Zyindex, the text derived from the responses to the open-ended
questions was searched. Zyindex developed an index of all words and their
associated frequencies. The text was then searched using the phrases, words,
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and their synonyms th at are skill or behavior related. Finally, skill and
behavior needs and their frequencies were compressed into conceptually
related groupings (see Table 39). Requisite executive managerial leadership
skills and behaviors are MSP behaviors where the self rating is greater than
any role-set group's rating, and the skills and behaviors th at were stated by
executives whose self ratings are highly congruent with their role-set's
ratings.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DATA ANALYSES
In this chapter results of the data analyses are presented. First, an
overview of the results is presented, followed by a description of the
characteristics of the samples of executives.

The third section is the

description of results for each hypothesis. Finally, a summary of the results
is given.
Overview of Statistical Results
At the skill and behavior dimension levels there are many strong
relationships between groups. Additionally, at those levels there are also
differences between the ratings made by the groups of raters.
Characteristics of the Sample of Executives
Of the 123 sets of instrum ents th at were distributed, 111 complete
sets were returned. A demographic profile on the sample is contained in
Table 9. Executives responding to the Management Skills Profile (MSP)
have been in their positions from one to three years. They have an average

65
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age of 46 years. Ninety-five percent are white males. Most of the executives
have a M asters degree in Business Administration (M.B.A).
During the process of scanning the MSP, thirteen sets of data were
inadvertently destroyed. D ata analyses are based on the remaining ninetyeight sets of responses. A profile of the sample and comparison to the MSP
research population is contained in Table 10.
Table 9
Demographic Profile of Respondents
CHARACTERISTIC

N = l ll

Years in current position

1-3 years

Highest Educational Level

M.B.A

Gender

Male

Age

46 years

Ethnic Status

White

The sample of executives is similar to the research population. Both
the executives and the research population managers are over 40 years old.
Slightly more of the executives are white males. However, this finding is not
surprising since executives, who are generally white males, comprise the
present study. Also a greater percentage of the research population has been
in their positions for 3 or more years. However, a larger percentage of the
sample of executives have five or more years in management. The increased
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management years could have a positive impact on the executives' ratings.
Longer years in management would provide clearer insights into the
behavioral needs of management.

Where differences occur between

executives and the research population, they would not negatively impact the
findings since the study is not intended to compare findings to th at of the
research population.

The MSP meets the minimum standards for the

required instrum ent.

It validly assesses the behaviors it purports to

measure.
Table 10
Demographic D ata on MSP Research Population
and on the Sample of Executives in the Study
MSP Research
Population

Executives in Study
N=98

40 years

46 years (s.d. =5.8)

87.9%

94.9%

73.2%

96.9%

College/ Technical Training
College Graduates

20%
34.1%

6.1%
24.5%

Upper/Middle Management
5 or More Years in
Management
3 or More Years in Position
Heavy M anufacturing

58.7%

99%

63%
60.4%
12.3%

95.9%
36.7%
75.5%

Demographic Characteristics
Average Age
Ethnicity
White
Gender
Male

1

MSP Data Adapted from Sevy et al, 1985.
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The ninety-eight executives in the final sample are not different from
the initial 111 respondents (Tables 9 to 11). A typical executive is (see Table
11) white, male, 46 years, and has a Masters degree in Business
Administration. M ost executives have been in their current positions for
three or less years, and have more than ten years in management. Therefore
they are not new to management. The sample (see Table 12) originates from
a heavy m anufacturing industry with most of the executives working at
branch offices. Executives have an average of seven direct reports and onehundred-and-seventy indirect reports. A majority of the reports work in
Table 11
Demographics for Executives in the Study
CHARACTERISTIC

N

Percent

How long have you been in your current position?
Less than one year
1 to 3 years
3 to 3 years
5 to 10 years
More than 10 years

19
43
28
7
1

19.4
43.9
28.6
7.1
1.0

Your sex
Male
Female

95
3

96.9
3.1

Your age
33 to 39
40 to 49
50 to 58

13
54
31

13.3
55.0
31.6
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Table ll--Continued
N

CHARACTERISTIC

Percent

Indicate your highest level of educational attainm ent?
Did not finish high school
High school graduate
Some college or technical training
College graduate
Some graduate work
M.B.A.
M.S./M.A.
Ph.D.
O ther

4
6
24
11
29
7
9
7
1

4.1
6.1
24.5
11.2
29.6
7.1
9.2
7.1
1.0

Your ethnic status
Black
East Asian
Hispanic
White
Other

2
1
1
93
1

2.0
1.0
1.0
94.9
1.0

Which one of the following best represents your
current management level?
First-line Management
Middle Management
Executive Management

1
35
62

1.0
35.7
63.3

How long have you been in management?
Less than 3 years
3 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
More than 10 years

-

4
7
87

4.1
7.1
88.8

the same building (different floor or locations) as their superiors. Superiors
estimate th at they make contact at least once per day with the people they
manage. This high frequency of contact allows for subordinate observation
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of the superior's behavior, perm itting commentary on the extent to which the
superior dem onstrates the MSP behaviors.
The sample is distributed across the many job functions found in most
m anufacturing organizations. The three most heavily represented functions
are M arketing and Sales (34.7%), Finance/Legal/Accounting (31.6%), and
Production or M anufacturing (27.6%).
Table 12
Summary Management Profile and Job Function of Executives
CHARACTERISTICS

N

Percent

Which best describes the environment in which you work?
Corporate Headquarters
Branch Office
Field Location
Manufacturing Plant
Distribution Center
Retail Store
Other

74
7
1
13

75.5
7.1
1.0
13.3

-

-

.

-

2

2.0

Which of the following industry groupings best describes your
company or division?
Light Manufacturing
Heavy M anufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Banking and Finance
Utilities

9
74
8
5
1

9.2
75.5
8.2
5.1
1.0

How many people report directly to you for
supervision or management?
Up to 6
7 to 12
65

57
39
1

58.1
39.9
1.0
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Table 12-Continued
N

CHARACTERISTICS

Percent

What is the total number of employees for which you are
responsible?
0 to 9
U to 50
60 to 199
200 to 999

24.4
24.1
23.1
24.1

24
24
23
24

Which of the following best describes the geographic relationship
between you and most of the people you manage?
Adjacent offices or working areas
Same building, different floor or
locations
Different building, same
metropolitan area or city
Different cities, not the same
metropolitan areas

49

50.0

28

28.6

2

2.0

14

14.3

How often do you see most of the people you manage?
Several tim es a day
Once a day
Once a week
Once a m onth
Less than once a m onth

i

39
29
19
5
3

JOB FUNCTIONS REPRESENTED2:
M arketing & Sales
Research & Development
Data Processing
Production or M anufacturing
Purchasing/Buying
Service Delivery or Customer Service
Product Distribution
Finance/Legal/Accounting
Personnel/HR Training
Other

39.8
29.6
19.4
5.1
3.1
N
34
14
13
27
14
15
11
31
-0-0-

Percent
34.7%
14.3%
13.3%
27.6%
14.3%
15.3%
11.2%
31.6%
-0-0-

2Total is greater than 98 and 100 percent due to overlapping job
functions.
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Description of Results for Each Hypothesis
Study Level 1
Study Level One was guided by the hypothesis th at there are
differences between group ratings of executive behaviors.

Descriptive

statistics (Table 13) indicate th a t generally, the scores are dispersed between
3 and 4. Keeping in mind th a t the scale ranges from 1 to 5, (with 5 being
the highest frequency) most scores are in the upper end of the scale. This
restriction of range is typical of behavior rating studies of managers, and is
an indicator that performance is typically average or above, and low
performers are easily weeded out of the executive level. Critical attention is
therefore given not to the direction of the ratings, but instead to the
differences between the ratings by various individuals or groups.
Examination of the ratings revealed th at the degree of variation between the
group ratings is satisfactory. Most importantly, this analysis concentrates
on the magnitude of the relationship and not ju st on those correlations that
are different from zero.
The following six pairs of groups were compared: (a) S e lf vs Superior,
(b) S elf vs Subordinate; (c) S e lf vs Peer; (d) Superior vs Subordinate; (e)
Superior vs Peer; and, (f) Subordinate vs Peer.

One-hundred-and-eleven

executives responded to the questionnaire, for a 90% response rate.

Data
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analysis was conducted on ninety-eight sets of questionnaires (thirteen were
accidentally destroyed during scanning). Of the executives responding,
ninety-seven had responses from a superior (with the exception of the Chief
Executive Officer/Chairman of the Board). The average number of responses
per executive is eight (superior, subordinates, and peers), for a total of sevenhundred-and-sixfy-two responses from the executive network.
Group pairs were examined for differences between the group pairs
mean ratings of executive managerial leadership behaviors, and also for the
relationship between the judgments.

For specific behaviors there are

differences between the group ratings of the extent to which the groups
observe behaviors of the executives. Examination of the strength of the
relationship between group pair ratings of the extent to which they observe
behaviors of the executives revealed moderately strong positive correlations
for particular behavior dimensions.
Nine dimensions showed differences between the group ratings (see
Tables 14 to 32): Planning, Organizing, Personal Organization, Informing,
Oral Communication, Managing Conflict/Confrontation, Motivating Others,
Coaching & Developing, Occupational/Technical Knowledge.
For each behavior, the Scheffe procedure identified the group means
that are different from the other groups (see Table 33).

The comparison

groups are: S elf vs Superior, S e lf vs Subordinate, S elf vs Peer, Superior vs
Subordinate, Superior vs Peer, and Subordinate vs Peer.
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S elf vs Superior Ratines of Executive Behavior
Self ratings of executive behavior are different from ratings by
superiors of the executives for two of the nineteen behaviors: Personal
^ -Organization and Occupational/Technical Knowledge (see Tables 16 and 31).
For those behaviors, self ratings are less than that given by superiors (see
Table 13).
S elf vs Subordinate Ratings of Executive Behavior
For Personal Organization and Motivating Others there are differences
(see Tables 16 and 26) between self ratings and ratings by subordinates.
Personal Organization is rated to a lesser extent by executives, while for
Motivating Others subordinates rated the executive's behavior as
dem onstrated to a lesser extent than executives rated themselves (see Table
13).
)

S elf vs Peer Ratings of Executive Behavior
Executives also rated their Personal Organization behaviors as
dem onstrated to a lesser extent than their peers rated the extent to which
they observed the executives dem onstrating the behavior (see Table 13 and
Table 16).
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Table 13
Descriptive Statistics by Group, Including Central Tendency - Self, Supervisor,
Subordinate, Peer and Role-set Ratings of Behavior
Role-set N= 762
SELF
N= 98

SUPR.

SUBR.

PEER

ROLE-SET

Behavior Dimensions:

Mean(s.<f.)

Mean(s.c?.)

Mean(s.d.)

Mean(s.c?.)

Mean(s.<f.)

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS
1. Planning
2. Organizing
3. Personal Organization

3.70041)
3.64(.47)
3.56049)

3.84052)
3.80053)
3.87044)

3.59039)
3.56040)
3.79039)

3.77033)
3.73031)
3.73033)
3.70031)
3.84032) . 3.84028)

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
4. Informing
5. Oral Communication
6. Listening
7. W ritten Communication

3.80044)
3.82050)
3.83043)
3.96057)

3.89053)
3.69062)
3.83058)
3.89052)

3.68044)
4.00040)
3.72053)
4.05040)

3.82032)
3.90039)
3.76041)
3.99037)

3.80032)
3.86036)
3.77040)
3.98030)

COGNITIVE SKILLS
8. Problem Analysis
9. Financial/Quantitative

3.92035)
3.78069)

3.90048)
3.85067)

3.87034)
4.02048)

3.88029)
3.84054)

3.89027)
3.90048)

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
10. Human Relations
11. Managing Conflict/Confrontation

3.86041)
3.74038)

3.97055)
3.78052)

3.80049)
3.58041)

3.89035)
3.72031)

3.88035)
3.69031)
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Table 13--Continued

Role-set N= 762
SELF
N=9 8

SUPR.

SUBR.

PEER

ROLE-SET

Behavior Dimensions:

Mean (s.d.)

Mean (s.d.)

Mean (s.d.)

Mean(s.d.)

Mean(s.d.)

LEADERSHIP SKILLS
12. Leadership Style and Influence
13. Motivating Others
14. Delegating and Controlling
15. Coaching and Developing

3.90(.44)
3.81(.37)
3.70(.40)
3.68C40)

3.80C52)
3.79C.49)
3.81C.43)
3.76(.50)

3.92(.39)
3.64(.44)
3.71(.35)
3.52(.42)

3.88C33)
3.72(.33)
3.77C30)
3.68(.32) •

3.87(.31)
3.71C32)
3.77C27)
3.64C31)

4.16C51)
3.74C39)

4.07(.57)
3.76(.54)

4.22(.34)
3.69(.40)

4.05C39)
3.73C33)

4.12(.35)
3.73(.29)

3.82C43)
3.99C42)

3.99(.49)
4.02C50)

3.95(.38)
4.01C39)

3.94C36)
3.96C34)

3.96C31)
4.00C.32)

OTHER SKILLS
16. Personal Motivation
17. Personal Adaptability
18. Occupational/Technical
Knowledge
19. Results O rientation

Average Number of Raters per Executive=8. Total number of raters, excluding self raters= 762.
\
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Table 14
Analysis of Variance Between Rating
Groups on PLANNING

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
6.29*
3
3.30
1.10
374 65.32
.17
377 68.62

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
92
95
93
378

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM MAXIMUM
2.57
4.57
2.71
5.00
2.33
4.62
2.81
4.68
2.33
5.00

MEAN
3.70
3.84
3.59
3.77
3.72

S.D.
.41
.52
.39
.33
.43

S.E.
.04
.05
.04
.03
.02

F
PROB.
.0004

95% Cl
3.62 TO 3.79
3.73 TO 3.95
3.51 TO 3.67
3.70 TO 3.84
3.68 TO 3.77

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Superior vs Subordinate Ratings of Executive Behavior
The Superior-Subordinate ratings showed the most num ber of
behaviors with differences (see Tables 14, 15, 17, 18, 24, and 28) between
group ratings.

The six Superior-Subordinate rating differences are for

Planning, Organizing, Informing, Oral Communication, Managing
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Table 15
Analysis of Variance Between Rating
Groups on ORGANIZING

SOURCE
Between
W ithin
TOTAL

D.F.
3
376
379

MEAN
SUM OF
F
SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
3.19
1.06
5.53*
.19
72.22
75.41

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
94
96
92
380

MEAN
3.64
3.80
3.56
3.73
3.68

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.40
2.50
2.47
2.60
2.40

MAXIMUM
4.60
5.00
4.53
4.40
5.00

S.D.
.47
.53
.40
.33
.45

S.E.
.05
.05
.04
.03
.02

F
PROB.
.01

95% Cl
3.55 TO 3.73
3.69 TO 3.91
3.48 TO 3.64
3.67 TO 3.80
3.64 TO 3.73

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Conflict/Confrontation, Coaching & Developing.

For five of the six

behaviors, the Subordinate ratings are less than the superior's (see Table 13).
The exception is Oral Communication, where the subordinate rating is
greater than the superior.
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Table 16
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on PERSONAL ORGANIZATION

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
11.22*
3
5.78
1.93
368 63.17
.17
371 68.95

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
90
96
88
372

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM MAXIMUM
2.38
4.75
2.75
5.00
2.42
4.59
2.77
4.45
2.38
5.00

MEAN
3.56
3.87
3.79
3.84
3.76

S.D.
.49
.44
.39
.32
.43

S.E.
.05
.05
.04
.03
.02

F
PROB.
.0000

95% Cl
3.46 TO 3.66
3.78 TO 3.97
3.71 TO 3.87
3.77 TO 3.91
3.72 TO 3.81

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
i

Superior vs Peer Ratings of Executive Behavior
Oral Communication is rated in different ways by superiors and peers
of the executives (see Table 18). Superiors gave lower ratings than peers, for
the Oral Communication skills of executives (see Table 13).
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Table 17
Analysis of Variance Between Rating
Groups on INFORMING
F
SUM OF
MEAN
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
3
1.99
.66
3.43*
.19
364 70.37
367 72.36

SOURCE
Between
W ithin
TOTAL
GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
90
95
85
368

MEAN
3.80
3.89
3.68
3.82
3.80

S.D.
.44
.53
.44
.32
.44

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.33
2.17
2.67
3.00
2.17

MAXIMUM
4.67 '
5.00
4.58
4.54
5.00

S.E.
.04
.06
.04
.03
.02

F
PROB.
.02

95% Cl
3.71 TO 3.89
3.78 TO 4.00
3.60 TO 3.77
3.75 TO 3.89
3.75 TO 3.84

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Subordinate vs Peer Ratings of Executive Behavior
Subordinates and peer ratings of Planning skills and behaviors are
different (see Table 14). Subordinates rated the extent to which Planning
behaviors are demonstrated less than the ratings that were made by peers
of the executives (see Table 13).
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Table 18
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on ORAL COMMUNICATION
F
MEAN
SQUARES RATIO
1.56
6.59*
.24

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

SUM OF
D.F. SQUARES
3
4.68
377 89.24
380 93.92

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
93
96
94
381

MEAN
3.83
3.69
4.00
3.90
3.86

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
1.83
1.83
2.43
2.75
1.83

MAXIMUM
5.00
5.00
4.71
4.83
5.00

S.D.
.50
.62
.40
.39
.50

S.E.
.05
.06
.04
.04
.03

F
PROB.
.0002

95% Cl
3.72 TO 3.92
3.57 TO 3.82
3.92 TO 4.08
3.82 TO 3.98
3.81 TO 3.91

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Summary of Differences Between Group Ratines of Executive Behaviors
Overall, nine beliavior dimensions were identified with differences
between pairs of rating groups (see Tables 14 to 32, and Figure 4).
Differences were isolated using the Scheffe procedure (see Table 33).
The superior and subordinate rating pair showed differences on six of
the dimensions. Five of those six differences occurred when subordinates
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Table 19
Analysis of Variance Between Rating
Groups on LISTENING

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

SUM OF
F
MEAN
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
.27
1.12
3
.82
363 88.36
.24
366 89.18

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
96
88
96
87
367

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MEAN
3.83
3.83
3.72
3.76
3.78

S.D. S.E.
.43
.04
.58
.06
.53
.05
.41
.04
.49
.03

F
PROB.
.34

95% Cl
3.75 TO
3.70 TO
3.61 TO
3.68 TO
3.73 TO

3.92
3.95
3.83
3.85
3.84

MINIMUM MAXIMUM
2.60
5.00
2.20
5.00
2.10
4.65
2.60
4.55
2.10
5.00

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
rated the behaviors as being observed less than the extent to which superiors
observed the behaviors. The self-superior and self-subordinate pairs rated
two behaviors in different ways.

For self-peer, superior-peer, and

subordinate-peer combinations differences were observed between ratings of
one of the nineteen behaviors. In only one instance did executives rate their
behaviors as demonstrated to a greater extent than subordinates observed
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Table 20
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

SOURCE
Between
W ithin
TOTAL

D.F.
3
376
379

SUM OF
MEAN
F
SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
1.29
.43
1.93
.22
84.04
85.33

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
93
95
94
380

MEAN
3.96
3.89
4.05
3.99
3.97

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
1.75
2.25
3.00
3.17
1.75

MAXIMUM
5.00
5.00
4.88
4.81
5.00

S.D.
.57
.52
.40
.37
.47

S.E.
.06
.05
.04
.04
.02

F
PROB.
.12

95% Cl
3.86 TO 4.08
3.78 TO 4.00
3.97 TO 4.14
3.91 TO 4.06
3.93 TO 4.02

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
i

the same behavior.

For Motivating Others executives rated themselves

higher than the ratings provided by their peers.
Generally, superiors and subordinates have different perspectives on
a large number of managerial leadership behaviors. Finally, Motivating
Others is a behavior th at can be developed so that executives will exhibit th at
behavior at the level they presently believe they are dem onstrating the
behavior.
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Table 21
Analysis of Variance Between Rating
Groups on PROBLEM ANALYSIS

SOURCE
Between
W ithin
TOTAL

D.F.
3
376
379

SUM OF
MEAN
SQUARES SQUARES
.04
.11
51.75
.14
51.86

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
93
96
93
380

MEAN
3.92
3.90
3.87
3.88
3.89

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
3.00
2.63
2.40
3.04
2.40

MAXIMUM
4.88
5.00
4.54
4.50
5.00

S.D.
.35
.48
.34
.29
.37

S.E.
.04
.05
.03
.03
.02

F
RATIO
.26

95% Cl
3.85 TO
3.80 TO
3.81 TO
3.82 TO
3.86 TO

F
PROB.
.851

3.99
4.00
3.94
3.94
3.93

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Relationship Between S elf vs Superior Ratings of Behavior
Seven behaviors (see Table 34) have correlations between self and
superior ratings th a t are different from zero; those relationships between the
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Table 22
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on FINANCIAL/QUANTITATIVE
SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
1.02
2.83
3
3.06
.36
372 133.97
375 137.03

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

S.D. S.E.
.07
.69
.07
.67
.48
.05
.54
.06
.60
.03

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
91
95
92
376

MEAN
3.78
3.85
4.02
3.84
3.87

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
1.60
2.20
2.80
2.40
1.60

MAXIMUM
5.00
5.00
4.93
4.93
5.00

F
PROB.
.0382

95% Cl
3.64 TO 3.92
3.72 TO 3.99
3.92 TO 4.11
3.72 TO 3.95
3.81 TO 3.93

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
self ratings and the ratings of superiors are low11 to moderately strong.

11Hinkle, Wiersma, and Ju rs (1988) use the following rule of thumb for
interpreting correlation coefficients:
.00 to .30 Little if any correlation
.30 to .50 Low correlation
.50 to .70 Moderate correlation
.70 to .90 High correlation
.90 to 1.00 Very high correlation
W ithin this study the following rule of thumb is used to interpret
correlations th at are different from zero:
.00 to .20
Little if any correlation
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Table 23
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on HUMAN RELATIONS

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

F
SUM OF
MEAN
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
.45
2.18
3
1.36
378 78.46
.21
381 79.82

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
94
96
94
382

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM MAXIMUM
2.63
4.88
2.50
5.00
2.26
4.69
3.00
4.71
2.26
5.00

MEAN
3.86
3.97
3.80
3.89
3.88

S.D.
.41
.55
.49
.35
.46

S.E.
.04
.06
.05
.04
.02

F
PROB.
.0899

95% Cl
3.78 TO 3.94
3.86 TO 4.08
3.70 TO 3.90
3.81 TO 3.96
3.83 TO 3.92

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
They are: Oral Communication (r=.44)f W ritten Communication (r=.23),
Financial Q uantitative (r= .36), Human Relations (r = .27), Motivating Others
(r=.23), Delegating and Controlling (r=.26), and Personal Motivation
(r=.31). Therefore, on seven behaviors executives and their superiors have

.21 to .49 Low correlation
.50 to .70 Moderate correlation
.70 to 1.00 Strong correlation
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Table 24
Analysis of VarianceBetween Rating Groups on
MANAGING CONFLICT/CONFRONTATION
SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
3
2.14
.71
4.19*
370 62.81
.17
373 64.95

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL
GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
92
95
89
374

MEAN
3.74
3.78
3.58
3.72
3.70

S.D.
.38
.52
.41
.31
.42

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.83
2.40
2.50
2.76
2.40

MAXIMUM
4.50
5.00
4.50
4.47
5.00

S.E.
.04
.05
.04
.03
.02

F
PROB.
.0062

95% Cl
3.66 TO 3.81
3.67 TO 3.89
3.50 TO 3.66
3.66 TO 3.79
3.66 TO 3.75

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
similar linear patterns to the ratings of the extent to which executives
demonstrate certain managerial leadership behaviors.
Relationship Between S e lf vs Subordinate Ratings of Behavior
Fourteen behaviors have correlations between self and subordinate
ratings th at are different from zero. Self and subordinate ratings are low to
moderately related for fourteen of the nineteen skills and behaviors (see
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Table 25
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups on
LEADERSHIP STYLE AND INFLUENCE

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
3
.72
.24
1.32
378 68.68
.18
381 69.40

F
PROB.
.2679

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
94
96
94
382

MEAN
3.90
3.80
3.92
3.88
3.88

95% Cl
3.81 TO
3.70 TO
3.84 TO
3.81 TO
3.83 TO

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.71
2.14
2.62
2.71
2.14

MAXIMUM
4.71
5.00
4.71
4.75
5.00

S.D.
.44
.52
.39
.33
.43

S.E.
.05
.05
.04
.03
.02

3.98
3.91
4.00
3.95
3.92

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Table 34). The correlations that are different from zero are: Planning
(r=.25),

Personal

C om m unication

Organization
(r= .3 8 ),

(r=.41),

W ritten

Informing

(r=.25),

C om m unication

Oral

(r= . 45),

Financial/Quantitative (r=.58), Human Relations (r=.33), Leadership Style
& Influence r=.30), Motivating Others (r= .27), Delegating & Controlling
(r=.36), Coaching & Developing (r=.21), Personal Motivation (r=.42),
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Table 26
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on MOTIVATING OTHERS
SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
3.36*
3
1.74
.58
353 60.90
.17
356 62.64

SOURCE
Between
W ithin
TOTAL
GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
96
85
96
80
357

MEAN
3.81
3.79
3.64
3.72
3.74

S.D.
.37
.49
.44
.33
.42

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
3.00
2.60
2.17
2.93
2.17

MAXIMUM
4.67
5.00
4.50
4.47
5.00

S.E.
.04
.05
.05
.04
.02

F
PROB.
.0189

95% Cl
3.74 TO 3.89
3.69 TO 3.90
3.55 TO 3.73
3.65 TO 3.80
3.70 TO 3.78

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Occupational/Technical Knowledge (r=.39) and Results O rientation (r=.33).
Overall, for the same behaviors, self ratings and subordinate ratings have
stronger patterns than self and superior ratings. Additionally, compared to
the relatively few self-superior relationships, of the nineteen behaviors there
are more w ith strong self-subordinate rating patterns.
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Table 27
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups on
DELEGATING AND CONTROLLING
MEAN
SUM OF
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES
3
.69
.23
362 50.20
.14
365 50.89

SOURCE
Between
W ithin
TOTAL
GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
88
96
84
366

MEAN
3.70
3.81
3.71
3.77
3.74

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.43
2.83
2.60
3.06
2.43

MAXIMUM
4.57
5.00
4.71
4.43
5.00

F
RATIO
1.66

S.D. S.E.
.40
.04
.43
.05
.35
.04
.30
.03
.37
.02

F
PROB.
.1748

95% Cl
3.62 TO
3.72 TO
3.64 TO
3.70 TO
3.71 TO

3.78
3.90
3.78
3.83
3.78

*p<.05; 2-tailed.

I

Relationship Between S e lf vs Peer Ratings of Behavior
Five behaviors have linear correlations between self and peer ratings
th at are different from zero. Those five skills and behaviors are (see Table
34):

Oral Communication (r=.32), W ritten Communication (r=.21),

Financial/Quantitative

(r= . 58),

Personal

Motivation

(r=.38),

and

Occupational/Technical Knowledge (r=.28).
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Table 28
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on COACHING AND DEVELOPING
SUM OF
D.F. SQUARES
3
2.77
349 60.13
352 62.90

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

MEAN
SQUARES
.92
.17
S.D.
.40
.50
.42
.32
.42

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
96
84
95
78
353

MEAN
3.68
3.76
3.52
3.68
3.66

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.60
2.70
2.22
2.91
2.22

MAXIMUM
4.60
5.00
4.40
4.43
5.00

F
RATIO
5.35*

S.E
.04
.05
.04
.04
.02

F
PROB.
.0013

95% Cl
3.60 TO 3.77
3.65 TO 3.87
3.43 TO 3.61
3.61 TO 3.75
3.61 TO 3.70

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Relationship Between Superior vs Subordinate Ratings of Behavior
Eighteen of the nineteen superior-subordinate behaviors (see Table 35)
have linear correlations th at are different from zero. Personal Adaptability
(r=.13) is the exception. Therefore, there are low to moderately strong
relationships between ratings made by superiors and those made by
subordinates, regardless of the behavior th at is rated.
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Table 29
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on PERSONAL MOTIVATION
SUM OF
D.F. SQUARES
3
1.75
376 80.19
379 81.94

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

MEAN
SQUARES
.58
.21

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
94
96
92
380

MEAN
4.16
4.07
4.22
4.05
4.13

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.40
2.40
3.16
2.80
2.40

MAXIMUM
5.00
5.00
4.80
4.70
5.00

F
RATIO
2.74

S.D. S.E.
.05
.51
.06
.57
.03
.34
.04
.39
.02
.47

F
PROB.
.0433

95% Cl
4.05 TO 4.26
3.95 TO 4.19
4.15 TO 4.29
3.97 TO 4.13
4.08 TO 4.17

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Relationship Between Superior vs Peer Ratings of Behavior
Thirteen skills and behaviors have correlations (see Table 35) between
superior and peer ratings th a t are different from zero, they are: Planning
(r=.30),

Oral Communication

(r=.29),

Listening

(r=.40),

W ritten

Communication (r=.21), Problem Analysis (r=.29), Financial/Quantitative
(r= .57), Human Relations (r= .35), Managing Conflict/Confrontation (r=.31),
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Table 30
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on PERSONAL ADAPTABILITY
SUM OF
MEAN
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES
.29
.10
3
376 67.22
.18
379 67.50

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL
GROUP
self
supr
suhr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
94
95
93
380

MEAN
3.74
3.76
3.69
3.73
3.73

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.71
2.29
2.50
2.50
2.29

MAXIMUM
4.57
5.00
4.50
4.43
5.00

S.D.
.39
.54
.40
.33
.42

S.E.
.04
.06
.04
.03
.02

F
RATIO
.54

95%
3.66
3.65
3.61
3.67
3.69

F
PROB.
.66

Cl
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

3.82
3.87
3.77
3.80
3.77

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
Delegating & Controlling (r=.24), Personal Motivation (r=.36), Personal
Adaptability (r= .26), Occupational/Technical Knowledge (r= .26), andResults
Orientation (r=.37).
Relationship Between Subordinate vs Peer Ratings of Behavior
For thirteen of the nineteen skills and behaviors the null hypothesis
of the correlation between subordinate and peer ratings being equal to zero
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was rejected. These skills and behaviors are (see Table 35): Planning
(r=.25),

Organizing (r= .27),

Personal Organization

(r=.41),

Oral

Com m unication (r=.34), Listening (r= .37), Problem Analysis (r=.23),

Financial/Quantitative (r=.49), Human Relations (r=.44), Managing
Conflict/Confrontation (r=.31), Leadership Style & Influence (r=.32),
Personal Motivation (r= .48), Occupational/Technical Knowledge r= .40), and
Results Orientation (r=.39).
Table 31
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups on
OCCUPATIONAL/TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

D.F.
3
376
379

MEAN
F
SUM OF
SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
2.89*
.50
1.50
.17
64.84
66.33

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
93
96
93
380

MEAN
3.82
3.99
3.95
3.94
3.93

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
2.83
2.67
2.89
2.94
2.67

MAXIMUM
4.83
5.00
4.70
4.67
5.00

S.D.
.43
.49
.38
.36
.42

S.E.
.04
.05
.04
.04
.02

F
PROB.
.0353

95% Cl
3.74 TO 3.91
3.89 TO 4.09
3.87 TO 4.02
3.87 TO 4.01
3.88 TO 3.97

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
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Table 32
Analysis of Variance Between Rating Groups
on RESULTS ORIENTATION
SUM OF
MEAN
F
D.F. SQUARES SQUARES RATIO
.24
.09
.45
3
.17
376 65.71
379 65.94

SOURCE
Between
Within
TOTAL

S.D. S.E.
.04
.42
.50
.05
.39
.04
.04
.34
.02
.42

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

COUNT
98
94
96
92
380

MEAN
3.99
4.02
4.01
3.96
3.99

GROUP
self
supr
subr
peer
TOTAL

MINIMUM
3.00
2.83
2.56
2.72
2.56

MAXIMUM
5.00
5.00
4.67
4.75
5.00

95%
3.91
3.92
3.94
3.89
3.95

F
PROB.
.7140

Cl
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

4.07
4.12
4.09
4.03
4.04

*p<.05; 2-tailed.
i

Summary of Relationships Between Groups
The superior-subordinate rating relationship is above .20 for eighteen
of the nineteen skills (see Table 35).

The large number of superior-

subordinate ratings above .20 is in contrast to only five self-peer and seven
self-superior correlations above .20. Overall, the superior-subordinate rating
pair have the most consistently strong relational patterns to their scores
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Table 33
Group Pairs Identified by the Scheffe Procedure
with Differences Between the Group Ratings
of Executive Behavior
(alpha=.05)
Behavior
Dimensions

SELFSUPR

SELFSUBR

SELF
PEER

SUPRSUBR

Planning

✓

Organizing

✓

Personal
Organization

✓

✓

/

Oral Comm.

/

Managing
Conflict/Con
frontation

✓

✓

✓

Coaching &
Developing
Occupational/
Technical

✓

✓

Informing

Motivating
Others

SUPR- SUBRPEER PEER

✓
✓

while self-peer and self-superior scores are consistently weak.

The

subordinate-peer, superior-peer, and self-subordinate pairs each have
fourteen or more skills above .20.
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Relationship Between Self-Superior, Self-Subordinate,
and Self-Peer Ratings of Behavior

SELF- SUPR.

SELF-SUBR.

SELF-PEER

Behavior Dimensions:

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS
1. Planning
2. Organizing
3. Personal Organization

.20
.10
.19

98-92
98-94
98-90

.06
.35
.08

.25*
.13
.41*

98-95
98-96
98-96

.01
.21
.00

.02
.06
.12

98-93
98-92
98-88

.82
.55
.28

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
4. Informing
5. Oral Communication
6. Listening
7. W ritten Communication

.09
.44*
.09
.23*

98-90
98-93
96-88
98-93

.42
.00
.43
.02

.25*
.38*
.17
.45*

98-95
98-96
96-96
98-95

.02
.00
.10
.00

.05
.32*
.11
.21*

98-85
98-94
96-87
98-94

.65
.00
.33
.04

COGNITIVE SKILLS
8. Problem Analysis
9. Financial /Q uantitative

-.01
.36*

98-93
98-91

.95
.00

.07
.58*

98-96
98-95

.51
.00

98-93
98-92

.92
.00

•

1
o
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Table 34

.58*

CO

-a
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Table 34-Continued
SELF-SUPR.

SELF-SUBR.

SELF-PEER

Behavior Dimensions:

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
10. Human Relations
11. Managing Conflict/
Confrontation

.27*
.09

98-94
98-92

.01
.38

.33*
.16

98-96
98-95

.00
.11

.17
.04

98-94
98-89

.10
.73

.18

98-94

.08

.30*

98-96

.00

.14

98-94

.17

.23*
.26*
.17

96-85
98-88
96-84

.03
.02
.11

.27*
.36*
.21*

96-96
98-96
96-95

.01
.00
.04

.13
.06
.07

96-80
98-84
96-78

.25
.62
.56

.31*
.14

98-94
98-94

.00
.18

.42*
.19

98-96
98-95

.00
.06

.38*
.03

98-92
98-93

.00
.80

.20
.16

98-93
98-94

.05
.12

.39*
.33*

98-96
98-96

.00
.00

.28*
.02

98-93
98-92

.01
.86

LEADERSHIP SKILLS
12. Leadership Style and
Influence
13. Motivating Others
14. Delegating and Controlling
15. Coaching and Developing
OTHER SKILLS
16. Personal Motivation
17. Personal Adaptability
18. Occupational/
Technical Knowledge
19. Results Orientation
*p<.05; 2-tailed.

CD

00
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Table 35
Relationship Between Superior-Subordinate, Superior-Peer,
and Subordinate-Peer Ratings of Behavior

SUPRrSUBR

SUBRrPEER

SUPRrPEER

Behavior Dimensions:

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS
1. Planning
2. Organizing
3. Personal Organization

.35*
.35*
.23*

92-95
94-96
90-96

.00
.00
.03

.30*
.21
.07

92-93
94-92
90-88

.00
.05
.54

.25*
.27*
.41*

95-93
96-92
96-88

.02
.01
.00

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
4. Informing
5. Oral Communication
6. Listening
7. W ritten Communication

.27*
.44*
.27*
.32*

90-95
93-96
88-96
93-95

.01
.00
.01
.00

.03
.29*
.40*
.21*

90-85
93-94
88-87
93-94

.78
.01
.00
.05

.21
.34*
.37*
.17

95-85
96-94
96-87
95-94

.06
.00
.00
.11

.23*
.55*

93-96
91-95

.03
.00

.29*
.57*

93-93
91-92

.01
.00

.23*
.49*

96-93
95-92

.03
.00

COGNITIVE SKILLS
8. Problem Analysis
9. Financial/
Quantitative
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Table ,35-Continued

SUPR-SUBR

SUPR-PEER

SUBRrPEER

Behavior Dimensions:

r

Ns

P

r

Ns

P

r •

Ns

P

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
10. Human Relations
11. Managing Conflict/
Confrontation

.35*
.23*

94-96
92-95

.00
.03

.35*
.31*

94-94
92-89

.00
.01

.44*
.31*

96-94
95-89

.00
.00

.37*
.27*
.27*
.27*

94-96
85-96
88-96
84-95

.00
.01
.01
.01

.15
.13
.24*
.14

94-94
85-80
88-84
84-78

.16
.28
.04
.27

.32*
.20
.21
.13

96-94
96-80
96-84
95-78

.00
.08
.06
.27

.52*
.13
.41*

94-96
94-95
93-96

.00
.20
.00

.36*
.26*
.26*

94-92
94-93
93-93

.00
.01
.02

.48*
.18
.40*

96-92
95-93
96-93

.00
.09
.00

.38*

94-96

.00

.37*

94-92

.00

.39*

96-92

.00

LEADERSHIP SKILLS
12. Leadership Style and
Influence
13. Motivating Others
14. Delegating and Controlling
15. Coaching and Developing
OTHER SKILLS
16. Personal Motivation
17. Personal Adaptability
18. Occupational/
Technical Knowledge
19. Results O rientation
*p<.05; 2-tailed.
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Interestingly, the self-subordinate (.41, .45, .58, .42), superiorsubordinate (.44, .55, .52, .41), and subordinate-peer (.41, .49, .44, .48, .40)
rating pairs have the most behaviors with the strongest relationships
between the groups of raters.

Those three rating pairs have similar

perspectives for Financial/Quantitative and Personal Motivation skills and
behaviors:
su b o rd in ate

subordinate-peer and self-subordinate (r=.45); superior(r= .4 4 );

and,

su b o rdin ate-peer

(r= .4 4 ).

F or

Occupational/Technical Knowledge skills and behaviors, superior-peer (r=.41)
and subordinate-peer (r=.40) rating relationships are strong.
When sampling error is taken into consideration, the actual
correlations are greater than zero. Consistently moderate to moderately
strong (r>.20) relationships exist (see Tables 16 and 17) between all group
rating pairs, for Oral Communication (r=.44, .38, .32, .44, .29, .34),
Financial/Quantitative (r=.36, .58, .58, .55, .57, .49), and Personal
Motivation (r=.31, .42, .38, .52, .36, .48). On those three skills, ratings by
group pairs follow similar strong patterns, the rating scores increase in the
same direction. The mean of the correlations across rating pairs are: Oral
Communication, r= .37; Financial/Quantitative, r=.52; and Personal
Motivation, r=.41.
For many behaviors, the subordinate ratings are closely related to th at
of superiors, peers, and self. Neither Lawler (1967), Thornton (1968), or
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Heneman (1974) included subordinates in their studies of managerial
performance.
The average of the nineteen self-superior correlations is .18, which is
closest to the correlation observed by Lawler (1967). The average of the
correlations noted by Lawler are:

.15 (self-supr), .13 (self-peer) and .57

(superior-peer). In the present study the comparable Self-Peer and SuprPeer correlations are .14 and .26.

The self-superior and the self-peer

correlations are similar to those reported by Lawler and quite different from
H arris & Schaubroeck's (1988) correlations (see Tables 2 and 5).
The findings are supported by previous arguments (cf. Landsberger
[1961], Lawler [1967], Kavanagh et al [1971], and Landy & F arr [1980]) th at
different rater groups have different knowledge and perspectives of the
executive's behavior.

Therefore, those researchers concluded that

convergence in ratings should not he expected. This lack of convergence
enhances the value of including the different perspectives when evaluating
managerial leadership behaviors. Overall, the self-peer and self-superior
correlations obtained when rating purpose was made known to raters are
similar to those th a t were reported without information as to the ratees
knowledge of the purpose for the ratings.
Moderately low correlations between self and superior ratings of each
managerial leadership behavior are similar to those found by Thornton
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(1968). Across behaviors, Thornton found a low relationship between self
and supervisor ratings (see Table 3).
Thornton also examined the difference between the self and the
supervisor ratingB and whereas Thornton found no differences between the
groups, the present study found differences between each group's ratings of
Personal Organization and Occupational/Technical Knowledge.
H arris and Schaubroeck's (1988) findings of moderately strong
correlations across dimensions (self-supr=.35; peer-supr=.62; self-peer =.36)
are in contrast to Lawler's (1967), Thornton's (1988), and the present study.
Study Level 2
At this level, responses to the open-ended questions were examined to
look for differences in identified needs. Needs were stated by executives who
are in different ERC categories based on the difference between their self
rating and the ratings th at were made by their role-set. Study Level 2 was
guided by the hypothesis th at for each executive, there is a difference
between self- and mean role-set's ratings. Of the ninety-eight executives,
fifty-one have self scores that are lower than the mean role-set score, two
have scores th at do not diverge from their mean role-set score, and forty-five
have self scores that are greater than their mean role-set score (see Appendix
E). For individual executives, findings of lower self scores are rem iniscent
of Heneman's (1974) conclusion. Like Heneman, the purpose for the present
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study was revealed to all participants, in contrast to the Lawler (1967) and
Thornton (1968) studies where higher self than role-set scores were
discovered. Purpose appears to have a moderating effect on the self score.
To further examine the effect of differences between self and role-set
ratings (the executive role-set congruency) the absolute difference scores were
placed in ascending order and the upper and lower quintiles were selected.
The upper quintile contains scores with the greatest absolute difference
between self and mean role-set ratings, while the lower quintile contains the
smallest absolute difference between the two ratings. Therefore, low BRC
executives, those w ith the greatest variation between the self and role-set
ratings are in the upper quintile. High BRC executives, those w ith the
smallest variation between self and role-set, are in the lower quintile. Thus
two ERC categories were created: one with low rating congruence and the
other with high rating congruence. All low ERC executives completed the
Needs Assessment ProfQor (see Appendix A for the NAP) while three in the
high ERC category did not complete the NAP.
High ERC and low ERC executives differ in ways other than how they
are perceived by their role-set. The groups differ both in num bers of years
spent in management, inside and outside the company, and by age. The two
groups are comprised of mostly white males who have similar num bers of
years in their position and similar levels of educational attainm ent. See
Table 36.
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Compared to low ERC executives, high ERC executives have spent
slightly over two more years in management and almost three more years in
management within the company. Both high and low ERC executives have
spent similar numbers of years in their present positions. Eight high ERC
and ten low ERC executives have graduate degrees and eight high ERC, and
seven low ERC executives have Bachelor's degrees. Overall, the two groups
have similar amounts of education. Therefore, where the two groups differ
is not in education, gender, sex, or years in their positions, b ut in the total
years spent in management both inside and outside of the company. The
difference in management years coupled with the difference in congruence
between self and role-set rating have strong implications for each group's
ability to identify the development needs of the company.
Since Study Level 2 was guided by the hypothesis th at executives in
each category will identify different behaviors, responses to the NAP were
sorted by categoiy (see Appendix F) and then compressed to eliminate
redundancy (see Tables 37 and 38). Overall, executives with ratings th at are
similar to th a t of their role-set identified behavior needs th at are different
from those identified by executives with dissimilar ratings.
Executives with ratings similar to their role-set (see Table 37)
frequently consider Interpersonal skills, Global Knowledge and Perspective,
and Results Orientation as necessary skills and behaviors for executives.
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Table 36
Management Years, Age, Sex, Education, and Scores
for High and Low ERG Executives
Executive Role-set Congruence (ERC)
Categories
HIGH ERC
CHARACTERISTICS

S.D.

M

LOW ERC
N

M

S.D.

N

20
20

3.79
3.89
-0.10

.47
.30
.68

20
20

Rating of Behaviors of Executives
Self Score
Role-set Score
Difference Score

3.80
3.80
.00

.19
.19
.07

Management Profile
Management Years
Management Years With
Company
Age in years

20.12

6.28

17

17.65

6.34

20

13.84
47.40

9.54
5.31

16
20

11.30
45.45

9.98
6.88

18
20

N

Percent

1V

Percent

5
7
7
1

25
35
35
5

25
5
5
50

6
2
2
10

30
10
10
50

100
0

19
1

95
5

Years in Position
< 1 year
1-3 years
3-5 years
5-10 years

3
10
7
0

15
50
35
0

,

Degree Earned
MBA
MS/MA
PhD
O ther (BS/BA, AS, JD, etc)

5
1
1
10
Sex

Male
Female

20
0
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Table 36--Continued
N

Percent

N

Percent

0
0
100

1
1
18

5
5
90

Ethnicity
Hispanic
Black
White

N ext

0
0
20

m ost

freq u en tly

sta ted

needs

are:

C om m unication,

Decisiveness/Judgment, and Management skills.
Executives with low role-set rating congruence (see Table 38)
frequently consider Communication, Interpersonal skills, Global Perspective,
Management and Leadership as necessary skills and behaviors for executives.
Both groups of executives observe the need for Interpersonal skills, Global
Knowledge & Perspective, Communication skills, and Management skills.
When the skills and behaviors were compressed to further group closely
related behaviors (see Tables 39 & 40), differences between the categories of
executives became clearer.
In addition to the high frequency (stated four or more times)skills and
behaviors,

low

ERC

executives

also

noted

(see

Table

39)

Analytical/Quantitative, Coaching, Problem-solving, Follow-up, Hardworking,
Intelligence, Personal Security, and Quality Orientation as needs. Similarly,
high ERC executives noted Analytical/Quantitative, Ability to Lead Change,
Delegation, Flexibility, Implementation, Intelligence, Risk-taking, Technical
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Table 37
Skills and Behaviors1 (and Frequencies) Identified
by High ERC Executives
SKILLS & BEHAVIORS

N

2
Ability to Lead Change
Allows For and Uses Feedback 4
2
Aggressive
3
Analytical/Quantitative
2
Cool Under Pressure
6
Coaching
2
Commitment to People
9
Communication
3
Counseling/Teaching
2
Cross Cultural Knowledge
Cross Functional Experience 4
8
Decisiveness/Judgment
Ability to Define Accountability 2
3
Delegation
3
Empathy
4
Fairness and Integrity
4
Financial Acumen
3
Flexibility
General, current & fact based
7
management
Global Knowledge and
13
Perspective (International)
3
Intelligence

SKILLS & BEHAVIORS

N

Implementation
Multi-lingual
Leadership
Listening
Motivation
Organization
Interpersonal
Persistence
Planning
Presentation
Results Orientation
Risk Taking
Sincerity
Strategic Thinking and
Planning
Interest in Subordinates
Teamwork Orientation
Technical Competency
Trustworthiness
Sense of Urgency
Vision Creation
Ability to Look at the Big
Picture
Quality disciplined

2
4
4
4
5
2
19
5
6
2
11
5
4
3
4
5
3
5
3
3
6
2

^-Skills and behaviors stated at least twice.
Competency, Sense of Urgency, Quality Disciplined, Ability to Define
Accountability, Cool Under Pressure, Organization, Persistence, and
Aggressive as necessary behaviors for executives.
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Table 38
Sldlls and Behaviors1 (and Frequencies)
Identified by Low ERC Executives
SKILLS & BEHAVIORS

N

SKILLS & BEHAVIORS

Analytical
Diversity Management
Big Picture Perspective
Change Management
Coaching
Employee Involvement &
Development
Communication
Concern for O thers
Cross-cultural
Decision-making
Delegation
Staff Development
Ethics/Integrity
Financial
Flexibility
Follow-up
Multi-lingual
Management
Global Perspective
Hardworking
Intelligent
International Experience

3
5
3
5
3

11
Interpersonal
8
Leadership
5
Listening
6
Motivational
2
Networking
3
Personal Security
5
Planning
2
Presentation
2
Problem Solving
6
Results Orientation
Employee Selection & Retention3
3
Feedback
3
State Clear Goals
Strategic Thinking & Planning 4
5
Teamwork
6
Technical Skills
2
Time Management
4
Trust
Management of Business
3
Complexity
5
Vision Creation
2
Quality Orientation

6
12
3
7
6
4
4
4
4
4
2
5
8
9
3
3
2

N

1Skills and behaviors stated a minimum of two times.
After compressing the behavior and skills, those stated on at least four
occasions were selected (see Table 40) for further analysis of the differences
between th e two groups. Behaviors th at were stated two or more times in
the high and low ERC categories are similar, with the exception of Cross
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Functional Experience, Ability to Define Accountability, Cool Under
Pressure, Organization, Persistence, and Aggressive, which are skills and
behaviors stated by only high ERC executives. Staff development is the only
behavior th at was stated by only low ERC executives (see Tables 39 and 40).
The frequencies for statem ents in the two categories were compared
(see Table 40 and Figure 3). Quite frequently, low ERC executives stated
skills and behaviors at a higher frequency than did high ERC executives;
take for example, Interpersonal, Global Knowledge & Perspective,
Communication, Coaching, Ethics/Integrity, and Results O rientation. The
notable exceptions are the following five skills and behaviors th at were stated
more frequently by high ERC executives:

Coaching, Fairness/Integrity,

Interpersonal, Vision Creation, and Results Orientation.
To facilitate ease of discussion the above results revolved around
general headings for the skills and behaviors. However, the uniqueness of
the subsets of skills and behaviors (see Table 39) in each category (under
each general heading) impedes comparison across the categories. Therefore,
for development purposes the discussion of frequency beyond compression of
the same term s is immaterial, because the skill and behavioral term s (with
their organizational specificity) express particular needs th at require
attention.
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Lead Change
Coaching
Commonicat ion
Decisiveness
Delegal ion
Cross- Func 1 1 ona1
F a irn e s s /In te g rity
F l e x i b i 1i t y
Leadership
Motlvat ion
Management
G1oba1 Pe rspec t i v e
F in a n c ia l
In te rp erso nal
Planning
Teamuork O r ie n ta t io n
Technical Comp„
V isio n C reation
ResuIts □ r ie n t a 1 1 on
St a f f Deve1opmen t

0

Low ERC
High ERC

10

15

20

25

30

F re q u e n c y o f S ta t e m e n ts
Figure 3.

Comparison of Frequency for Needs Stated by High ERC and Low ERC Executives.
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Table 39
Needed Behaviors by Category and Frequency1
Low ERC EXECUTIVES

N

ANALYTICAL
3
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
5
3
COACHING
COMMUNICATION
12
2
-Presentation
3
-State clear goals
5
-Listening
3
-Feedback
DECISION-MAKING
6
PROBLEM SOLVING
2
DELEGATION
4
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
4
-Employee Involvement &
development
6
-Employee Selection & Retention3
ETHICS/INTEGRITY
4
-Trust
4
FLEXIBILITY
4
FOLLOW-UP
2
8
LEADERSHIP
6
MOTIVATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
8
-Time Management
2
-Management of Business
Complexity
3
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
9
-Multi-lingual
5
-Cross-cultural
7
-International Experience
2
-Diversity Management
5
HARDWORKING
3
INTELLIGENCE
3
FINANCIAL
4
INTERPERSONAL
11
-Concern for Others
3
-Networking
2

High ERC EXECUTIVES

N

ANALYTICAL/QUANTITATIVE 3
ABILITY TO LEAD CHANGE 2
COACHING
5
-Counseling/Teaching
3
COMMUNICATION
9
-Presentation
2
-Listening
4
-Allows for and uses feedback
4
DECISIVENESS/JUDGMENT 8
DELEGATION
3
CROSS FUNCTIONAL
EXPERIENCE
4
FAIRNESS AND INTEGRITY 4
-Sincerity
4
-Trustworthiness
5
FLEXIBILITY
3
LEADERSHIP
4
5
MOTIVATION
GENERAL, CURRENT, FACT
BASED, & TIME
MANAGEMENT
7
IMPLEMENTATION
2
GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PERSPECTIVE
13
-Cross Cultural Knowledge
2
-Multi-lingual
4
INTELLIGENCE
3
FINANCIAL ACUMEN
4
19
INTERPERSONAL
-Interest in Subordinates
4
-Commitment to People
2
-Empathy
3
PLANNING
6
-Strategic Thinking & Planning r 3
RISK TAKING
2
TEAMWORK ORIENTATION 5
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Table 39-Continued
Low ERC EXECUTIVES

N

High ERC EXECUTIVES

N

PERSONAL SECURITY
PLANNING
•Strategic Thinking & Planning
TEAMWORK
TECHNICAL SKILLS
VISION CREATION
-Big Picture Perspective
QUALITY ORIENTATION
RESULTS ORIENTATION

3
5
4
5
6
5
3
2
6

TECHNICAL COMPETENCY 3
SENSE OP URGENCY
2
VISION CREATION
3
-Ability to Look at the Big
Picture
6
QUALITY DISCIPLINED
2
RESULTS ORIENTATION
11
ABILITY TO DEFINE
ACCOUNTABILITY
2
COOL UNDER PRESSURE
2
ORGANIZATION
2
PERSISTENCE
3
AGGRESSIVE
2

1Skills and behaviors stated at least twice.
The behaviors described by high ERC executives are specific to their
organization and as such they are in a few instances (see Table 39) strikingly
different from the MSP's skills, dimensions, and definitions (see Table 7).
i

For example, (see Appendix D) Bi-lingual and Cross-cultural skills; Cross
functional ability; Global Thinking & Perspective; Planning in term s of
strategic thinking and planning;

Vision Creation

expressed

as

visioning and "ability to look at the big picture"; Ethics/Integrity; and Quality
Orientation are results of the NAP process. Those NAP derived skills and
behaviors are different from the MSP's skills and dimensions.
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Table 40
Frequently1 Stated Behavioral Needs
Low ERC EXECUTIVES

N

High ERC EXECUTIVES

N

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
COACHING
COMMUNICATION
DECISION-MAKING
DELEGATION

5
3
25
8
4

2
8
19
8
3

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
ETHICS/INTEGRITY
FLEXIBILITY
LEADERSHIP
MOTIVATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

13
8
4
8
6
13
28

ABILITY TO LEAD CHANGE
COACHING
COMMUNICATION
DECISIVENESS/JUDGMENT
DELEGATION
CROSS FUNCTIONAL
EXPERIENCE
FAIRNESS/INTEGRITY
FLEXIBILITY
LEADERSHIP
MOTIVATION
GENERAL, CURRENT, FACT
BASED, & TIME
MANAGEMENT
GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE AND
PERSPECTIVE
FINANCIAL ACUMEN
INTERPERSONAL
PLANNING
TEAMWORK ORIENTATION
TECHNICAL COMPETENCY
VISION CREATION
RESULTS ORIENTATION

FINANCIAL
INTERPERSONAL
PLANNING
TEAMWORK
TECHNICAL SKILLS
VISION CREATION
RESULTS ORIENTATION

4
16
9
5
6
8
6

4
13
3
4
5
9
19
4
28
9
5
3
9
11

1Behaviors stated at least 4 times.
Description of Requisite Behaviors
Requisite skills and behaviors for development in this organization are
(a)'the MSP behavior where Self rating is greater than Role-set rating (see
Table 41), and (b) those stated at least four times by high ERC executives.
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Therefore requisite skills and behaviors are: Motivating Other b (see Table 41
and Figure 4); Coaching; Communication; Decisiveness/Judgment; Crossfunctional ability; Fairness/Integrity; Leadership; Motivation; General,
current, factbased, and time management; Global Knowledge & Perspective;
Financial acumen; Interpersonal skills; Planning in terms of strategic
thinking and planning; Teamwork Orientation; Vision Creation expressed as
visioning and "ability to look at the big picture"; and Results Orientation.
(See Table 40).
Summary
In summary, four group pairs have many moderately strong linear
patterns of relationships (see Tables 34,35 and Figure 4). The pairs are self
subordinate, superior-subordinate, superior-peer, and subordinate-peer. As
subordinate ratings of executive behavior increases so do the ratings by the
executive, the executive's superior, and peers.
The group pair with the most number of strong linear patterns of
relationships is that of Superior and Subordinate. In contrast, the pair with
the greatest number of weak relationships is that of Self and Peer.
Groups pair ratings of Oral Communication, Financial/Quantitative,
and Personal Motivation follow similar strong patterns (see Tables 34 and
35).
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Table 41
Mean Differences Between Self and Role-set Ratings .
of Executive Behavior

ADMINISTRATIVE SKILLS
1. Planning
2. Organizing
3. Personal Organization
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
4. Informing
5. Oral Communication
6. Listening
7. Written Communication
COGNITIVE SKILLS
8. Problem Analysis
9. Financial/Quantitative
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
10. Human Relations
11. Managing Conflict/Confrontation
LEADERSHIP SKILLS
12. Leadership Style and Influence
13. Motivating Others
14. Delegating and Controlling
15. Coaching and Developing
OTHER SKILLS
16. Personal Motivation
17. Personal Adaptability
18. Occupational/Technical Knowledge
19. Results Orientation

i
oCO

BEHAVIOR DIMENSIONS

MEAN
DIFFERENCE

-.06
-.28*
0
-.04
-.06
-.02
+.03
-.12
-.02
+.05
+.03
+.10*
-.07
+.04
+.04
+.01
-.14*
-.01

*p<. 05, 2-tailed
With regards to differences in the ratings of behavior, there are
differences between the observations made by different groups. All pairs of
groups have at least one behavior with differences between the groups'
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Figure 4.

Summary of Relationships and Variances Between Rating Groups, for Executive Behaviors.
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ratings. The Superior and Subordinate ratings of executive managerial
leadership behaviors have the most numbers of behaviors with differences
between the group ratings. Interestingly, these are also the two groups with
the greatest number of organizational levels between them.
These results support previous research findings that the closer
individuals are in organizational levels the more similar their observations
of a focal person's behavior will be. In this study, there are differences in
ratings that are made by groups at different organizational levels, with the
greater number of differences occurring between superior and subordinate
ratings.
Additionally, executives identified skill and behavior needs that are
different in two ways. First, there are functional differences between needs
stated by high ERC and low ERC executives. Second, there are differences
in the frequency at which particular needs are stated by high ERC and low
ERC executives. Executives whose ratings are different from their role-set's
ratings stated behaviors with greater frequency than high ERC executives.
Executives who rate themselves in ways most similar to their role-set ratings
consider the following skills as needed within the organization: Coaching,
Communication,

Decisiveness/Judgment,

Cross-functional

ability,

Fairness/Integrity, Leadership, Motivation, Management, Global Knowledge
& Perspective, Financial acumen, Interpersonal skills, Planning in terms of
strategic thinking and planning, Teamwork Orientation, Vision Creation
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expressed as visioning and "ability to look at the big picture", and Results
Orientation.
Finally, in addition to the above needed skills and behaviors,
executives within the organization also need to develop their ability to
motivate others because this skill is viewed by subordinates as demonstrated
to a lesser extent than executives believe they are motivating others.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This chapter is a summary and discussion of the research. First, the
research problem and method will be summarized. Second, the results for
each hypothesis will be interpreted. Third, the limitations of the study will
be examined, followed by the implications of the findings. Finally, the
chapter will close with recommendations for future research and concluding
statements.
Summary of Research Problem and Method
This study is a response to three needs within the research literature:
(1) the role-set's assessment of behavior for development purposes; (2)
i

assessment of behavioral needs that is independent of a pre-established
taxonomy; and, (3) assessment of needs specified by organizational level.
Therefore, within a development purpose, the relation between executives'
perceptions of the extent to which they demonstrate certain managerial
leadership behaviors, and the observations of their role-set were examined.
Additionally, executives completed an open-ended needs assessment
questionnaire. This design enabled further understanding of (a) role-set
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rating variance, and (b) managerial leadership behavior needs from the
perspective of executives whose self-description is similar to that provided by
their network of relationships. The research questions focussed examination
of the differences between group means and relationships between ratings
made by pairs of raters. Differences between behavioral needs stated by high
ERC and low ERC executives were identified after thematic units were
separated from the text of responses to the open-ended questions.
The study's design provided results that enable greater understanding
of ratings that are made within a developmental opportunity, as opposed to
ratings that are made for personnel decision-making purposes. Additionally,
behaviors specific to the organization are identified for development.
Interpretation of Each Result
Interpretation of each result is organized as follows: first, differences
between group means

and relationships between group ratings are

presented; followed by differences between self and each role-set group mean
and the relationships between the self and each role-set group's rating; and
finally, there is a presentation of differences between executive development
needs stated by executives with high ERC and those executives with low
ERC.
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Differences Between Rating Groups
Superiors and subordinates have different perspectives of the extent
to which a focal executive demonstrates specific managerial leadership
behaviors.

Superiors and subordinates have the most behaviors with

differences between the group's ratings of the nineteen behavior dimensions.
The behaviors for which the superiors and subordinates have differences of
opinion are: Planning, Organizing, Informing, Oral Communication,
Managing Conflict/Confrontation, and Coaching & Developing. With the
exception of Oral Communication, superiors have a more enhanced view of
the extent to which executives demonstrate the managerial leadership
behaviors.
Oral Communication is viewed by peers as demonstrated to a greater
extent than the observations made by superiors of the executives. Peers also
have a higher opinion of the executives' Planning skills and behaviors than
the opinion held by subordinates of the executives.
Many interpretations are possible explanations of these differences of
opinions. The most consistent argument is that different rating groups
observe behaviors at different intensities because different influence attempts
are directed to different groups.

This discussion, however, cannot be

extended to the differences between the self view and that of each role-set
group.
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Relationship Between Group Ratings
The superior and subordinate ratings of the extent to which executives
demonstrate managerial leadership behaviors have the most behaviors where
there is a non-zero linear relationship to the ratings. Of the three role-set
rating group pairs this is the only one where such a consistent relationship
exists between the ratings, regardless of the behavior being rated.
Differences Between Self and Each Role-Bet Group
When compared to the views held by their superiors, executives have
a self-deprecating view of the extent to which they possess and demonstrate
Personal Organization and Occupational/Technical Knowledge skills and
behaviors. Personal Organization is a behavior that executives consistently
see themselves demonstrating to a lesser extent than the observations made
by their superiors, subordinates, and peers.

Executives could benefit from

adjustment of their self-perception on these behaviors. Using an alpha of
.05, Heneman (1974) found no significant differences between self and
superior ratings of behaviors.
Motivating Others is the only behavior for which executives have a
self-enhancing view.

Subordinates view this behavior of executives as

demonstrated to a lesser extent than executives themselves described it.
Subordinates are the most frequent objects of a manager's attempts at
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motivation.

Interestingly, those to whom the behavior is directed believe

that the behavior is not at the intensity it was intended by the executive.
This is definitely a behavior that could benefit from development.
Relationship Between Self and Each Role-set Rating Group
Self and subordinate ratings of the extent to which they observed the
nineteen behaviors resulted in the greatest number of non-zero correlations.
For most of the nineteen behaviors, executives and their subordinates have
the same pattern to their ratings.
Of the nine behaviors studied by Heneman, five have correlations that
are above .20. However, none of those correlations are greater than .40; the
rating pattern between self and superior are low to moderate (see Table 4).
The present study has similar low correlations, with the notable exception
of Oral Communication (r=.44).
i

Differences Between Needs Stated bv High ERC and Low ERC Executives
Finally, Cross Functional experience, Ability to Define Accountability,
Cool Under Pressure, Organization, Persistence, and Aggressive are skills
and behaviors stated by only high ERC executives. Staff development is the
only behavior that was stated by only low ERC executives (see Tables 39 and
40).
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Requisite behaviors are those stated by high ERC executives and the
MSP behavior for which the mean self score is greater than any role-set
group's rating. Therefore requisite managerial leadership behaviors are:
Coaching, Communication, Decisiveness/Judgment, Cross-functional ability,
Fairness/Integrity, Leadership, Motivation, Management, Global Knowledge
& Perspective, Financial acumen, Interpersonal skills, Planning in terms of
strategic thinking and planning, Teamwork Orientation, Vision Creation
expressed as visioning and "ability to look at the big picture", Results
Orientation. Interestingly, motivation was identified through both processes.
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited in two ways:

first, random samples of

executives from the same organization could not be selected.

Random

assignment to one of two groups, one where purpose is developmental and
the other where purpose is administrative, could not take place; second, due
to the developmental purpose of the study, executives were given the
opportunity to select their peers and subordinates.

It is possible that

executives could have selected peers and subordinates who would provide
them with favorable, and not necessarily true, ratings. The fact th at on
occasions self ratings are different from peer and subordinate ratings reduces
the likelihood of that possibility.
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Finally, one purpose of this study was to explore self and role-set
ratings within a developmental opportunity in order to obtain more truthful
ratings than administrative rating purpose would provide.

Therefore,

controls over selection of raters, for example, had to be relaxed. RatingB
under development opportunities are less threatening than those planned for
administrative purposes. Also, the confidential manner in which responses
were returned and the aggregation of the peers' and subordinates' ratings
increases the likelihood that accurate ratings were made by executives, their
subordinates, and their peers.
Implications of Findings
Results from this study have implications for: (a) how role-set rating
studies are conducted; (b) the inclusion of the subordinate's perspective; c)
the use of self and role-set ratings to determine behaviors for development,
(d) the adjustment of the self perceptions of executives; and (e) the use of
rating instruments, open-ended questions, or a combination of the two.
Clearly, role-set rating studies should make explicit the purpose for
which ratings are made. Subordinates are the most likely group to be
intimidated if their individual ratings are not confidentially treated. Also,
self ratings are less likely to be greater than that of the role-set, if use for the
ratings are for self-development only.
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Subordinates have a valuable perspective, especially on executive
behaviors th at impact the subordinate's performance.
Planning,

Organizing,

Informing,

Oral

For example,

Communication,

Managing

Conflict/Confrontation, and Coaching & Development are all behaviors with
direct influence on the subordinate.

This study shows th at for those

behaviors, the subordinate's perspective differs from that of superiors.
Motivation of others is a development need because executives
communicate a self-enhancing view of their own ability that is not confirmed
by the observations of their subordinates. The specific behaviors measured
by the Motivating Others dimension are: (a) Recognize and acknowledge
subordinates' good performance; (b)

Create an environment in which

subordinates work their hardest; (c) Motivate others to work hard; (d) Get
employees involved in their work; (e) Recognize that different employees are
motivated by different things; and (f) Give good explanation when asking
subordinates to change. With improvement of these behaviors subordinates
would be able to perceive the demonstration of motivation skills and
behaviors in the same way as their superiors see themselves demonstrating
the behaviors.
Finally, a combination of rating instruments and open-ended
responses is useful for verification of results and for specifying
organizationally specific development needs. Coding and analysis of openended responses is time consuming to complete and analyze. Also, skills for
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accurate analysis and interpretation of the findings are required. However,
the value of the findings are obvious as more specific and detailed
development needs are described by executives and their role-set.
Recommendations for Future Research
Findings from this study indicate that future studies include rating
purpose; self and the complete role-set; and the use of open-ended
questionnaires for assessing development needs. More published studies are
needed where self and role-set ratings are examined under explicitly stated
purposes. It is only after rating purpose is made explicit that discussions of
role-set variances can take place.
Differences between the variances have value for predicting
development needs. Correlations, while allowing for comparison to previous
research, do not lend themselves to use for development purposes. Future
researchers might focus attention on looking at differences between the
group's ratings and not on the relationships between the ratings.
Conclusions
Self and role-set group ratings are different from each other.
Additionally, role-set group's ratings are also different from each other.
Differences occur on particular behaviors.

Therefore, discussion of the

differences should focus on clear definitions of the particular behaviors rated.
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Differences between group ratings can be isolated when discussions are
limited to the behaviors. Unless all behaviors are conceptually related, and
can therefore be aggregated into a single factor score, discussions should
remain with individual behaviors.
In particular, superior and subordinate ratings are consistently
different regardless of the behavior being rated. The different perspectives
of superiors and subordinates have implications for personnel and
organizational studies. Observations by subordinates, and not only that of
superiors or peers, should be included in feedback studies and performance
reviews. Contrary to Bass (1990), subordinates and superiors perspectives
are not always similar, particularly when rating purpose is explicitly stated
to raters.
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROFILER
1. Relationship to Executive Completing MSP:

Self

2. Total Years in Management________

Peer

Subordinate

Superior

3. Management Years at

_____

4. Educational Level (Check the highest level attained.)
Some High School
High School Graduate

Some College
College Graduate

5. Degree Earned: (Check all that apply.)
MBA
MS/MA

Some Graduate School
Graduate of Graduate School

(

™
PhD

Other____________
Spacfy

Directions: Fcr the following questions, please take a few minutes to list the requested information.
6. What are the most critical skills and behaviors that

executives need?

7.

Think 3-5 years from now. What additional skills and behaviors will
demonstrate?

8.

Think about the most effective
and behaviors did they demonstrate?

9.

Think about the ineffective .
behaviors did they lack?

executives need to

executive(s) that you have worked for or observed. What skills

executive(s) that you have worked for or observed. What skills and

rofiu EDLCmonov)
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Administrative

October 21, 1991

To:

Leadership Academy P a r tic ip a n t

From:

We are now w e ll in to our second year o f th e
Leadership
Academy. While the program has been e n t h u s ia s t ic a lly r e ce iv ed by
many o f you, a t t h is tim e, we would lik e to provide a form alized
mechanism fo r you to p e r s o n a lly a s s e s s th e b e n e f it s and changes
created v ia the program, and a ls o provide v a lu a b le aggregate
' inform ation back to us fo r ongoing f a c t based management and
continuous improvement o f th e Leadership Academy.
The p r o je c t e n t a ils th a t you com plete a b r ie f su rvey, retak e the
Management S k i l l s P r o f ile instrum ent (MSP), and com plete a new
instrum ent measuring change (MDQ). A d d itio n a lly , a sample of
p a r tic ip a n ts w i l l be c o n f id e n t ia lly in terv iew ed . A ll your
resp on ses, w r itte n and v e r b a l, w i l l be h eld c o n f id e n t ia l, and the
Management S k i l l s P r o f ile (MSP) w i l l not be seen by any
person, j u s t lik e the f i r s t tim e. The new MSP r e s u lt s w i l l be
c o n f id e n t ia lly returned t o you. P r o je c t r e s u lt s and fin d in g s fo r
management o f th e Leadership Academy w i l l s o l e l y be in aggregate
form.
The O rganization and L eadership Development fu n ctio n has asked
Prudence P o lla r d , a resea rch and d esig n d o c to r a l stu d en t from
Western Michigan U n iv e r s ity s p e c ia liz in g in le a d e r sh ip e v a lu a tio n
and measurement, to e v a lu a te th e data gathered fo r t h i s p r o c e ss,
and make subsequent recommendations fo r th e Leadership Development
Program.
Attached are th e Management S k i l l s P r o f ile (MSP) and th e
Management Development Q u estio n n a ire (MDQ) instrum ents which you
and your s e le c te d respondents w i l l need t o com plete. A lso p le a se
fin d a b r ie f survey which you w i l l need t o f i l l o u t. D e ta ile d
in s tr u c tio n s have been in clu d ed fo r your con ven ien ce.
The t o t a l com pletion tim e req u ired fo r each p a r tic ip a n t, and
s e le c te d resp ond en ts, w i l l approximate one hour. P le a se return
a l l completed in form ation t o
(D irecto r o f
O rganization E f f e c t iv e n e s s , A d m in istra tiv e C enter, m a il drop
#
, ex .
, fax
) by November 7 , 1991.
Through the r e -a d m in istr a tio n o f the MSP (w ith in d iv id u a l r e s u lt s
provided to y o u ), and th e a ggregate inform ation o b tain ed fo r the
Leadership Academy, t h i s p r o je c t w i l l fu r th er dem onstrate our
commitment to our peop le and t h e ir ongoing q u a lity developm ent.
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MANAGER PACKET

Dear Manager:
The Management Skills Profile (MSP) is a development tool that provides you with
feedback on your managerial performance. You will discover what your superior(s),
peers, and subordinates consider to be your strengths. You will also learn what
opportunties you may have to improve your managerial effectiveness.
In addition, the enclosed Management Development Questionnaire (MDQ) and the
-survey instrument asks about management development steps and their impact. It will
take only a few more minutes of your time. The materials you will need for your
participation in the MSP process are enclosed.
One MSP/MDQ/survey packet for you to complete on yourself (with large
self-addressed return envelope)
Nine MSP/MDQ/survey respondent packets (cover letter, MSP/MDQ/survey
packet, return envelope) for you to give to coworkers.
TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE REPORT, FOLLOW THE NEXT SIX STEPS.
Step 1 Choose a respresentative sample of up to nine people who will be able to give
you informed feedback on your job performance. Respondents usually include
one supervisor and four subordinates and four peers. Choose people who you
think can provide the best, most accurate and useful ratings. Don't worry
about whether or not they rated you before.
NOTE: In your selection of peers and subordinates, it is important that
you have at least two in each category. If only one subordinate or peer
completes a questionnaire, the resulting data will be combined with that of the
other group. This ensures anonymity. Please note that ratings by superiors
will be identifiable on the Feedback Report.
Step 2

Before distributing the respondent packets to your raters, address and sign each
cover memo. Also, indicate in the space provided when you attended the
Leadership Academy. Using a No. 2 pencil, write your company
name and your own name on the front cover of each questionnaire. In the
lower right-hand comer, indicate the respondent's relationship to you and the
number of years you have worked in that relationship.

Step 3
*

Distribute the respondent packets. The respondents will return their
questionnaires to you in sealed envelopes.

Step 4

Complete your MSP/MDQ/survey self-questionnaire (filling in the name grid),
and send it with any unused packets in the return envelope. You should
schedule a specific time for completing the questionnaire, giving yourself an
absolute deadline, or it may get lost in the shuffle. We suggest one work
week as a timeframe.

PLEASE TURN
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Manager Packet
Page 2

Step 5

A week after distributing the packets, check to make sure that your
respondents have completed and returned their questionnaires to you. Followup ensures a meaningful report.

Step 6

Place all sealed envelopes and extra packets in the self-addressed envelope and
mail it immediately.

We are looking forward to working with you. If you have any questions or need
additional questionnaires to distribute, please call us at
. Thank you.
Cordially,
Product Operations & Services
Personnel Decisions, Inc.
and
Leadership Academy
Post-program Evaluation Project

RETURN BY NOVEMBER 7 , 1991
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RESPONDENT LETTER

Dear
On _____________. I participated in the
Leadership Academy. I now
have the opportunity, through the Academy and Personnel Decisions, Inc. (PDI) to
participate in a feedback program called the Management Skills Profile (MSP),
Management Development Questionnaire (MDQ), and the Post-program Questionnaire.
The program is designed to give me constructive feedback about my managerial
practices as perceived by others. I would like you to be one of my respondents.
Your anonymous responses, combined with those of others I have asked to take part,
will provide me with feedback about my management skills. This type of feedback can
help me do my job better.
Please answer the MSP, MDQ, and survey questions candidly, place the questionnaires
in die envelope, and return the sealed envelope to the person who gave you these
forms. Responses from peers and subordinates will be reported as group data, so
confidentiality is maintained. However, ratings by superiors will be identifiable on
the MSP Feedback Report.
Promptness is very important. Please complete and return the form within three
working days. Be assured that no one from
will ever see your completed
questionnaire.
Thank you for your help and prompt response!
Sincerely,

NOTE FROM PDI: Be sure your company name, the name of the person you are
rating, and your relationship to him or her appear on both the questionnaire and the
return envelope. Do not put your own name anywhere on the material.
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W e s t e r n M ic h ig a n U n iv e r s it y

Date:
To:

April 17, 1992
P rudence E. Pollard

From: Mary Anne Bunda, C
Re:

h

HSIRB Project Number:

a

i

r

c

92-04-12

This letter will serve a s confirmation that your research protocol, "Requisite M anagerial
Leadership Behaviors: A Dia gnostic Role-set Study of Selected Executives Within a Fortune 500
Corporation" h a s been approved under the exem pt category of review by the HSIRB. The
conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of W estern Michigan
University. You may now begin to implement the research a s described in the approval
application.
You m ust seek reapproval for any ch an g es in this design. You must also seek reapproval if the
project extends beyond the termination date.
The Board w ishes you su ccess in the pursuit of your research goals.
xc:

Smidchens, EDLD

Approval Termination:

April 17, 1993
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HIGH ERC RESPONSES
Ability to lead change
Ability to develop subordinates
Ability to motivate subordinates
Ability to listen to feedback
Ability to operate in different
social and business environments
Ability to establish vision
(direction)
Ability to relate personal behavior
to organizational outcomes
Ability to change
Ability to look at big picture
Accountability
Affective people skills
Aggressive (driven)
Aggressiveness
Allows for feedback
Analytical skills
Bilingual
Broad process understanding
Broader global perspective
Business
Calm
Can execute the company vision
to create value
Capable of handling a heavy work
load
Change agents
Clear plans
Coach
'
Coaches
Coaching
Coaching
Coaching
Commitment to people
Communication skills
Communication
Communication
Communication
Communication
Com munication skills
Communications skills
Compromise results
Concerned about organization's
goals
Confidence in people
Conflict management
Consistency

Cool under pressure
Counseling
Counselors
Cross cultural
Cross functional relationship
Cross functional experience
Cross dusttodal experience
C urrent managerial techniques
Decision making skills
Decisive
Decisive
Decisive
Decisiveness
Decisiveness
Decisiveness
Defined accountability
Delegating and letting go
Delegation
Delegation
Desire for success -- results
Determination to succeed and will
to win
Develop tru st
Develop new plans
Developing
Development (of plans) skills
Empathetic
Empathetic
Empathetic
Enthusiasm (go-getter)
Establish consequences for poor
performance
Expected results
Fact based management
Fact based analysis
Fair
Feedback based actions
Financial acumen
Financial understanding
Financial appreciation of
corporate goals
Financual knowledge
Flexibility in approach to doing
business
Flexibility
Flexibility in leading rapid change
Focus
Frequent interaction with all
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levels in departm ent
Functional knowledge
General mangement
General management skills with
corporate
Global mindset
Global perspective
Global perspective
Global awareness —mindset
Global business techniques
Global knowledge of customers
Global thinking
Global knowledgee of m arkets -and world economy
Global knowledge of products
Global understanding of cultures
Goal oriented
Healthy impatience
High intelligence
Highly motivated
Honesty
Human relations skills
Implementation skills
Informed
Innovativeness
Integration and global leverage
focus
Integrity
Intelligent
Interest in subordinates
International orientation
Interpersonal skills
Judgment
Knowledge of other cultures
Knowledgeable
Languages
Languages
Leadership
Leadership skills
Leadership
Leadership by example
Listening
Listening
Listening skills
Listening
Long term global vision
Long term outlook
M aintain contact with people
Maintained hidden agendas
Motivation
Motivational
Motivational skills

Motivational skills
Mover and a shaker
Multi-lingual
141
Offered encouragement
Open and fair approach and
outlook
Open and honest communication
Open communications
Organizational skills
Organizational skills
Other centered
Other centered
Patience
People skills
People oriented
People skills
People skills
People caring
People skills
People skills
People skills
People management
Perseverence
Persistence
Persistence
Planning skills
Planning skills
Planning skills
Positive attitude
Presentation skills
Presentation skills
Pride in company
Quality disciplined
Q uantitative analysis skills
Receptive to change ideas
Resource allocation
Respect for others
Results orientation
Results orientation
Results orientation
Risk taker
Risk taking
Said one thing but executed
another
Seeks input versus giving orders
Self-confidence
Self conciousness
Sense of humor
Sense of purpose and belonging
Sensitive to people
Sincere - straight forward
Sincerity
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Stong orientation towards
teamwork
Strategic planning
Strategic thinking
Strategic thinking
Supervises subordinates
Systems orientation
Talking to subordinates
Teachers
Team player
Team building
Team player
Teamwork
Technical competency
Technical skills
Time management skills
T rust
T rust
Trustworthy
Uncompromising
Understanding of quality
Up to date technical skills
Urgency to act
Urgency
Visible
Vision
Visioning skills
Wide focus
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LOW ERC RESPONSES
Ability to manage without
intimidation
Ability to manage many projects
Ability to handle complexity
Ability to communicate personal
goals for organization
Ability to see other's positions
Ability to gain commitment from
employees
Ability to make quality first
priority
Ability to motivate other to
execute plans to achieve the
vision
Ability to refuse "no" for an
answer
Ability to create a vision
Ability to work with international
- global - environments
Ability to communicate personal
direction for organization
Ability to not get bogged down in
too much detail
Ability to present a good image
Ability to understand a diverse
work force
Ability to not get too political
Ability to motivate a diverse work
force
Ability to deal with diverse values
Ability to manage ambiguity
Ability to manage change
Ability to evaluate alternatives
Ability to not upset the boat
Ability to recognize th at cultural
differences do exist
Ability to take individual
differences into account
Ability to adm it they didn't have
all the answers
Ability to create an environment
for risk taking
Ability to deal with diverse
cultures
Accountability
Acquiesce
Adaptability
Adequate leadership style

Ambition
Analytical skills
Analytical skills
Analytical skills
Application of technology
Appreciation for diversity
Asks for employee input
A ttracting the best talent
Backbone
Basic knowledge of the business
Behavioral skills
Big picture perspective
Big picture perspective
Bright
Broader perspective
Business sense
Candor
>
Capacity to grow and learn
Change management
Charisma
Clear expectations
Coaching
Coaching
Coaching
Coherence
Committed to employee
involvement
Committed to employee
development
Committed to employees
Communication
Communication
Communication
Communication skills
Communication
Communication skills
Communication
Communication
Communications
Concern for people
Concern for others
Consistency
Controlling
Creativity
Cross cultural people
management
Cross cultural management
Cultural understanding
1
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Customer sensitive
Decision making
Decisive
Decisive
Dedication
Delegating
Delegation
Delegation
Delegation
Demanding but positive approach
Developing staff skills
Developing
Developing
Developing subordinates
Discernment
Employee development skills
Employee relations skills
Empowerment
Ethical
Ethical
Fair
Financial skills
Financial planning
Financial analysis
Flexibility
Flexibility
Flexibility
Focus on processes
Follow-up skills
Follow through
Foreign languages
Foreign languages
General manager
General management skills
Global vision
Global integration skills
Global geography
Global m arkets management
Global vision
Global culture understanding
Global products management
Global perspective
Good w ith numbers
Hard work
Hardworking
Higher product technology
Informed
Integrity
Intelligence
Interest in individuals

International experience
International experience
Interpersonal skills
144
Interpersonal skills
Interpersonal skills
Interpersonal skills
Interpersonal skills
Involvement of others
Knowledge of foreign languages
Knowledge of different cultures
Knowledge of business
Knowledge of customers
Knowledge of m arket
Language skills
Language skills
Leadership skills
Leadership skills
Leadership skills
Leadership skills
Leadership skills
Leadership
Leading by example
Level-headed
Listening skills
Listening
Listening
Listening to suggestions
Made decisions based on
employee feedback
Management in the global
environment
Managing increasing complexity
Managing change
M arketing skills
Motivational skills
Motivational skills
Motivational skills
Motivational techniques
Motivational skills
Multi functional perspective
Networking
Networking
New technology skills
Organizational skills
Patience
People development skills
People skills
People skills
People selection
People skills
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People management skills
Personal security
Personal organizational skills
Personal security
Personal motivation
Planning
Planning skills
Planning
Planning
Positive attitude
Pragmatism
Presentation skills
Presentation skills
Priority setting
Problem solving skills
Problem solving
Process improvement skills
Professionalism
Quality training
Receptivity to change
Results oriented
Results orientation
Results oriented
Results orientation
Retention of the best talent
Reward and recognition skills
Seeks input from staff
Sm art
Speaking skills
Specify clear targets
State goals clearly
Strategic thinking skills
Strategic thinking
Strategic planning skills
Strategic thinking
Supportive
Survival skills
Task assignment
Team spirit
Team work
Team building
Teamwork
Technical competency
Technically qualified
Technically experienced
Tenacity
Time management
Time management
Tolerance
T rust for foreigners

T rust
T rust which leads to
empowerment
1
Understanding of business
complexities
Understanding of employee needs
Utilizing strengths of everyone on
the team
Verbal communications
Vision of corporate direction
Vision
Vision
Wide vision of problems
Winning spirit
Winning spirit
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NEEDS STATED BY LOW ERC EXECUTIVES
SKILLS & BEHAVIORS
Analytical
Diversity Management
Big Picture Perspective
Change Management
Coaching
Employee Involvement & Development
Communication
Concern for O thers
Cross-cultural
Decision-making
Delegation
Staff Development
Ethics/Integrity
Financial
Flexibility
Follow-up
Multi-lingual
Management
Global Perspective
Hardworking
Intelligent
International Experience

FREQUENCY
3
5
3
2
3
3
12
2
7
4
4
4
4
4
4
2
5
2
9
2
3
2

1
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NEEDS STATED BY LOW ERC EXECUTIVES
SKILLS & BEHAVIORS

FREQUENCY

Interpersonal
Leadership
Listening
Motivational
Networking
Personal Security
Planning
Presentation
Problem Solving
Results O rientation
Employee Selection & Retention
Feedback
State Clear Goals
Strategic Thinking & Planning
Teamwork
Technical Skills
Time Management
Trust
Management of Business Complexity
Vision Creation

10
8
4
6
2
2
4
2
2
6
2
2
3
4
5
3
2
3
3
5
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NEEDS STATED BY HIGH ERC EXECUTIVES
FREQUENCY
toco£>.^cocofco<icototoc0fcocntsocofcGGoto

SKILLS & BEHAVIORS
Ability to Lead Change
Allows For and Uses Feedback
Aggressive
Analytical/Quantitative
Cool Under Pressure
Coaching
Commitment to People
Communication
Counseling
Cross Cultural Knowledge
Cross Functional Experience
Decisiveness
Ability to Define Accountability
Delegation
Empathy
Fairness and Integrity
Financial Acumen
Flexibility
General Management
Global Knowledge and Perspective
Intelligence

11
2
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NEEDS STATED BY HIGH ERC EXECUTIVES
FREQUENCY
OOafcO^COOlt^GafcOfcOCDfcOOSOO^tOWi^i^i^fcO

SKILLS & BEHAVIORS
Implementation
Multi-lingual
Leadership
Listening
Motivation
Organization
Interpersonal
Persistence
Planning
Presentation
Results Orientation
Risk Taking
t
Sincerity
Strategic Thinking and Planning
Interest in Subordinates
Teamwork Orientation
Technical Competency
Trustworthiness
Sense of Urgency
Vision Creation
Ability to Look a t the Big Picture
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Self and Role-set Scores for Each Executive

ID
2973
2964
4062
2 98 0
4053
4074
2983
2974
5855
4048
2966
2957
4 07 6
4059
2943
2947
4072
2965
2954
4054
29 51
71 51
4051
2963
2978
2952
2950
5856
2953
29f8
2944
4057
2956
7149
4061
4064
4077
4075
2982
5845
2959
4067
4055
2961
5854
4071
4049
5859
5846
2946
5853
4066
5861

SELF

OTHER1

2.88
3.20
3.20
3.48
3.29
3.24
3.61
3.50
3.75
3.91
3.49
3.82
3.45
3.32
3.39
3.66
3.58
3.60
3.54
3.89
4.21
3.77
3.78
3.53
3.22
3.54
3.81
3.66
3.90
3.80
3.73
3.88
3.74
3.35
4.16
3.66
3.92
3.55
3.47
3.30
3.88
3.66
3.89
3.94
3.82
3.80
4.05
3.53
3.55
3.61
3.77
3.69
3.86

4.07
4.19
3.98
4.19
3.94
3.81
4.13
4.02
4.23
4.39
3.96
4.29
3.92
3.70
3.74
4.02
3.91
3.91
3.83
4.18
4.49
4.04
4.02
3.77
3.45
3.73
4.01
3.85
4.08
3.97
3.90
4.04
3.89
3.49
4.31
3.80
4.06
3.69
3.58
3.41
3.97
3.76
4.00
4.02
3.91
3.87
4.11
3.60
3.62
3.65
3.80
3.69
3.86

DIFF
-1.19
-.99
-.78
-.71
-.66
-.57
-.52
-.52
-.48
-.48
-.47
-.47
-.47
-.38
-.35
-.35
-.33
-.31
-.30
-.29
-.28
-.27
-.24
-.24
-.23
-.19
-.19
-.19
-.18
-.18
-.17
-.16
-.15
-.15
-.15
-.14
-.14
-.13
-.12
-.11
-.10
-.10
-.10
-.08
-.08
-.07
-.07
-.07
-.06
-.05
-.03
.00
.00
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SELF

OTHER

DIFF

5850
2977
2985
5848
2945
4050
7150
2981
2984
4047
5851
5844
2960
4068
2972
5858
4056
7153
4058
2948
2967
2975
2955
4060
4052
4073
5847
4070
4063
5849
2979
2971
2969
7152
4078
4065
4069
2976
5852
5857
2949
2958
5860
2962
2970

3.90
3.46
3.71
3.68
3.68
4.18
3.99
3.82
4 .10
3.92
4 .0 6
4 .01
3.98
4.20
4 .1 1
3.95
3.83
3.87
3.76
4.09
4.47
3.89
4.01
4.08
4.07
3.57
3.86
4.43
3.81
4.17
3.69
3.70
4.23
4.35
3.85
4.36
4.23
3.92
4.33
4.19
4 .20
4.21
4 .0 5
4 .31
4.53

3.89
3.43
3.67
3.63
3.62
4.12
3.93
3.74
4 .00
3.79
3.94
3.87
3.84
4.06
3.96
3.79
3.67
3.69
3.57
3.88
4.22
3.65
3.76
3.78
3.77
3.27
3 .5 5
4.12
3.49
3.84
3.34
3.34
3.86
3.96
3.43
3.94
3.74
3.40
3.82
3.64
3.60
3.59
3.41
3.62
3.68

.01
.04
.04
.05
.06
.06
.06
.08
.10
.12
.12
.14
.14
.14
.15
.15
.16
.17
.20
.22
.24
.25
.25
.30
.30
.30
.31
.31
.32
.32
.35
.36
.37
.39
.41
.42
.49
.51
.51
.55
.60
.62
.63
.69
.84

MEAN 3.8 1

3.83
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Figure 3.1.

- - Coaching

Importance Ratings by Year - Average of Self and Boss Ratings.

Personal Motivation
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